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assist the government In pro- BOARD NO. I
PLENTY OF WORK best
ducing articles necessary or prosethe war; but those who, withFOR FRIENDS OF cuting
HAS PASSED ON
out good reason, hang back and avoid
their duty will regret it ai Ions as
hve and
that they have
HOYS AT FRONTitney
MANY CLAIMS
acted the part of sneaks and cowards.

Charles A. Houchen. No appeal. Held
for service.
Carl E. liagland. No appeal. Held for
Better tax collections are being
service.
made in New Mexico this year, acNestor Sanchez. No appeal. Held for
cording to Secretary Rupert F. Asp- service.
lund of the state tax commission.
F. W. Brittain. No appeal. Held for
A 'Comparison between the total of
"
service.
Help Men Into Service
1915. taxes collected up to the close
STATE TAX COMMISSION AD. of July, 1916, and the total of 1916 CHAIRMAN OF STATE COUN-- 1 The best thing that any friend can LONG T.TST ftV TTTT!" MEN Clifford E. Trotter. No appeal. Held ACTS HAVE BEEN PASSED
JOURNS TO OCT. 15 AFTER taxes collected up to the end of July,
CIL OF DEFENSE ISSUES for his relatives'! iso'assist "him8 to
WHO HAVE BEEN SELECT- - Joe Tclles. No" appeal. Held for ser-EAND APPROVED TO PROshows an increase in money of
in
the
ser
for
or
,fret
army
navy
and an increase in percentIMPORTANT SESSION AT
STATEMENT THAT SHOULD
OR REJECTED FOR
TECT HOMESTEAD,
DESPerry. No appeal. Held for
of 3.28.
vilc uuiiug mis war.
service.
WHICH GREAT MANY AP- age
BE READ AND HEEDED BYj ' is said in some places that a
SERVICE IN THE NATIONAL
AND
ERT
MINERAL
C.
No
Sandoval.
Juan
man's first duty is to his family.
appeal. Held
ELY RECEIVER CASE
PEALS WERE CONSIDERED
ALL LOYAL CITIZENS
tor service.
ARMY
iEven so, the highest duty a citizen
ON TRIAL THIS WEEK
Charlie
Melvin.
H.
Decision
of coun
of the United States can perform
The petition for the removal of
'
'for his family is to help preserve for
ty board affirmed. Held for ser-- 1
vice.
The State Tax Commission has ad- Ralph C. Ely as receiver of the New
A most important and interesting 'the"1 the liberty they enjoy under
The district exemption board No,
Soldiers' Homestead Act
Zethro Peyton. Granted conditional!
1, for the northern district of New
journed after a most important two Mexico Central railroad has been on statement, addressed to the county the government of this great
discharge until October 15, on iti- - An Act For the relief of home- weeks session at which property trial all this week before Judge
of defense, is heintr issued lie, and save them from the fate Mexico, has pased on the following
stead entrymen or settlers who enrinstrial rrrnitflHs.
raises amounting to over ten million
bv Charles Snrincrer. chairman of th which will he theirs if the Central Vasrt
the military or naval service
Pablo Maldoiiado. Decision of coun-!,e- r
The petitioners have gone into de- executive committee of the Council I'owers,
dollars were" added to assessors reAustrains and
Prussians,
the United States in time of war.
tail to show that the road has re- of Defense. The statement followsi: iTurks should win this war. No
"e bounty
ty board affirmed. Held for ser-it- '
turns.
..
.
I,e 't enacted by the Senate and
. f :i. :..
r
t
f
.1
t t..
vice.
The state valuation now stands at ceived no benefits from the lavish
3
01 tne Santa re
aa .i a meeting
laumy m uic uiiucuj states lsaacc LScrrv. Decision of countv Frank Baca.
Decision of county 'House of Representatives of the
$.?42,992,oo8
with the mine tax valua- expenditures of Mr. Ely on his num- county council of defense held re- - will sutler want while he is absent
board
affirmed.
Held
for
service.
affirmed. Held for service. r"tert States of America in Con- tions to he added. Last year it was erous promotion trips, from coast to cently the council passed a resolu- - in, the army, and the government Jesus M. Labadie. Appeal by governThat any settler
assembled,
of
Decision
coast, all of which the defendant lion providing for inviting all the insurance system will provide for
Leopoldo
anout hi l.uuuuuu.
Carabajal.
ment. Decision of county board
The greater number of raises were claims were of benefit.
county board affirmed. Held for uPon the public lands of the
wives and sisters of the! them in case of his death,
mothers,
reversed.
Held
for
service.
ed
or
The hearing will probably occupy soldiers from Santa Fe
States;
any entryman whose
on grazing lands and the amount of
Decision of county William Rice. Decision
Jose Perea.
county to
"
Fighting For Our Safety
application has been allowed; or any
of
these increases in the counties af several days more.
form an auxiliary organization for the
county
board
affirmed.
for
service.
Held
German
are
Held for service. Person who llas made application for
fected is as follows :
ot keeping in touch with rlatin.T thagentsh.r faindustriously
Frank A. Catanack. Appeal by Go- S. P.board affirmed.Decision
NO TEARING UP OF
of county Public lands which thereafter may
Apodaca.
Chaves, $483,382 ; Colfax, $1,500,317;
men
the
from
who
have
the
,
county
vernment.
Decision
of
local
board
is
d
N. M. CENTRAL RAILROAD
this war bei
the United
hoard affirmed. Held for service. ne allowed under the homestead laws
DeBaca, $235,747; Guadalupe, $546,469;
gone into the army or navy, and Sta,es for tle benefit of England,
reversed. Held for service.
after Slicl settlement, entry,
Albert P. Korber. Decision of coun-w,Lea, $759,888; Luna, $573,846; McKin-leJudge Holloman has very definitely supplying them w. h whatever may Nothi
could be (urthcr from the Frover 'Moore. No appeal filed. Held
application, enlists or is actual-vicr
ty board affirmed Held for
$713,982; Mora, $129,177; Rio Ar- settled the question of the destruc'.
for
service.
.
h.
Ambassador
Gerard
l'y engaged in the military or naval
j.
bC Uken'truth.
riba, $723,672; Roosevelt, $2,185,384; tion of the New Mexico Central Rail- bvSgvo,y
-- d
th Americans who have spent Hugh C. Day. No appeal filed. Held Charles C. Collister. Decision of coun- - service of the United States as a
r
Sandoval, $219,363; Socorro, $869,435; road. The judge evidently does not
for service.
much tjme in Germany durmff recent
n
ty board affirmed. Held for service. P""ivate soldier, officer, seaman,
Taos, $263,800; Valencia, $948,346.
believe it a matter of good public
Keep Track Of Boys
lyears have positive knowledge of the Eufemio Rivers. Decision of local
d
or
Decision of county jine national guardsman,
Grant county with a valuation of policy and beneficial general welfare In order
Apodaca.
that the cooperation be-- ! hostile intentions
board
affirmed.
for
service.
Held
of the Imperial
I'cr of anv other organization for
almost twenty eight million is the to go hack to the
tween your council and the auxiliary German Government toward the
coach.
Garcia. No appeal filed. Held Feliciano affirmed. Held for service.- o'fensc or defense authorized
il Juan
Chaves. Granted conditionby Con- richest in the state with Colfax a On this subject hestage
be effective, I suggest !ed States, and for several
said:
for
service.
may
years the
al discharge until October 15, on'Kre.ss during any war in which the
close second. Third comes San
"I will state that there was one ......
i
Anastacio
GovMartinez.
icuivi
benavv
stooH
British
is all that has
Appeal by
United Slates may be engaged, shall,
industrial grounds.
Chaves fourth; and Bernalillo, feature which was
ernment.
Decision of county Eduardo
by the of the names of the men from your tween this country and the fate of
fifth. The assessment to date of all petition filed some presented
Griego. Decision of county in the administration of the hometime last year in 'county who have enlisted in the army Belgium.
affirmed. Discharged from
board
board affirmed. Held for service. steads laws, have his services therethe counties being as follows:
this matter and that was the request land navy, the national guard, and
service.
I believe it is lack of knowledge
in construed to be equivalent to alt
C.
Bernalillo, $19,223,434; Chaves,
for the .dismantling of the road. In those who go into the new national of the true facts conneoted
Emilio Nieto. No appeal. Held for WilliamboardMann. Decision of coun intents and
with
reversed.
purposes to residence
Colfax, $26,610,868;
ty
Discharged;
Curry, order that all parties may have an army under the selective draft law, this war and of the imminent
service.
and cultivation for the same length
danger
from
on
industrial
$10,013,970; De Baca, $6,136,812; Dona
service,
on
record
court's
the
the
as
to
the
at
noting
No
Pablo
regiment
Gonzales.
understanding
that if the people of this country
appeal. Held for
of time upon the tract entered or
Ana, $18,749,245: Eddy, $8,685,426; titude on that question, whether it or organization to which each may do
grounds.
service.
not quickly put forth their best
Pedro Salas. Decision of county settled upon ; and hereafter no conGrant, $27,917,761; Guadalupe, $10,215,-44- affects any of these deals or not, of be assigned from time to time, and efforts
Pedro
Notice
of
to
Tudesque.
appeal
board reversed. Discharged from test shall be intiated on the ground
Lea, $6,491,017; Lincoln, $9,221,-84- 1 course, being immaterial at this time, the address to which mail and pack- soil it will win the war on foreign
filed with county board, but no
have to be
out
of abandonment, nor allegation of
; Luna, $13,182,901 ; McKinley,
service, on industrial grounds.
the court will state that under no cir ages for each should be forwarded. to the bitter end in our fought
filed with district board.
appeal
counown
abandonment sustained against any
Mora, $9,698,065; Otero,
cumstances will it consider any pro The record should also give full inSan
Decision
Juan
of
affirmwhich
has
so
County
caused
board
of
our
county
many
such settler, entryman. Or person unRio Ar- position whatever that looks to the formation regarding each man, as to try,
Quay, $12,295,368;
ed. Held for service.
R.
citizens
relatives
Onofre
their
to
seek
Decision
of
and
Jaquez.
county less it shall be alleged in the preriba, .$7,624,331 ; Roosevelt, $9,594,225; dismantling of the road or any por his position in the army, promotion,
. Valdez.
GovernJuan
from
service
under
Appeal
by
exemption
hoard
ailirined.
Held
for
military
service.
San Titan. $4,403,456; San Miguel,
or affidavits of
liminary affidavit
tion of it ; that the road will have and of the military or naval operament. Decision ot county board Irwin J. Davis. Decision of countv contest
draft, and I hope that
and proved af the hearing
Sandoval, $5,159,027: Santa to be kept in operation and that this tions, battles or marches in which the selective
affirmed.
ser- from
council
will
endeavor
board
to
Discharged
affirmed.
Held
for
service.
your
place
Socases
;
;
$10,308,401
hereinafter initiated that
Sierra, $6,055,131
Fe,
court will never issue a decree disvice.
of your county
the
tearo i. valdez. Liecision ot county the alleged absence from the land
V: '"I
corro, $16,093,000: Taos, $4,907,100; mantling any part of that road until orZSon w
.
.
T
t
Xi
i
-' " ..
.
uoar(I aiiirmeci. neiu tor service. wa3 not due to his employment in
,tor
ii
Torrance, $9,174,877; Union, $13,131,-83- 6 he is directed to by the Supreme cessarv facts for a historv of the ..
hdward P. Schenck. Granted condi- - sneh military nr naval rrv.V,.- - tha
service,
i Valencia, $15,662,541. men during the war.
jtne government in every possible way.
Court."
Simplicio Leyba. No appeal. Held for
tional discharged until October 15, .if he shall be discharged on account
Relatives and friends of the men
service.
on industrial grounds.
YOUNG MEN ARE NOW
RAILWAY PUBLICITY MEN
may, while not neglecting Red Cross CHANGES IN FACULTY
Isidro Dofflemeyer. No appeal. Held Martin Kaimondo. Oranted condition- - curred in the line
TOUR THE SCENIC SECTION work, nevertheless devote sufficient
of
then the
LEAVING EVERY DAY
OF STATE UNIVERSITY
for service.
al discharge until October 15, on term o' his enlistmentduty,
shall be
. ,,, TT Itime to making useful articles to be
.
.
,
Manuel
Governa ii, ,,
Abeytia.
c
Appeal
,
by
t
v r
cast j.as vegas, sepi. t. w. n. nruni.,
f...m ti,;,
grounds.
Ovation at Las Vesas
from
,i,
'ducted
it...
the required length of
ment. Decision of county board
The commercial club with the co Simpson, general advertising agent !own colint
Pronor committees mav the first time' since Dr.' n.iviH Rn.
residence, without reference to the
Guadalupe County
reversed.
Held for service.
whose bonk, iassist some" of ti,c rcatjves
of
actual
time
service. Provided.
of
Unibecame
operation of the patriotic citizens of loft'ie Santa Fe railroad,
the
along lioyc!
pr.i'lcnt
nnricinn n( rinntu Fcderico Esqiubel. Decision of coun- That no
Piprt I nucnn
I .as Vegas, expects to give the San off tl,e "eaten Path , has attracted :t,cse ijnes and where nccesss
shall issue to any
patent
board
seraffirmed.
ho.irrt
Held
for
yeais
reversed
after
ty
n1,miccin
raiiana amomoDut tourists wrjtn,K letters to the men at the ;po, important chviger will be
homestead settler who has not reMigucl county members of the
vice.
of additional evidence. Discharged
"' 111 L" front, and in keeping relatives in- - in. the faulty wncn the Universirv
's"v
sided upon, improved, and cultivated
tional army a rousing scmloff Sun-!l- u
Rhea
No
Manuel
Olivera.
de
from
service.
a
t
lei
tor
appeal.
and
All
213
of the
his homestead for a period of at least
men drawn from !,lert Monday
formed as to the whereabouts and oi ens
the Mew
day.
Franeisco Alire. Anneal hv flnvpm.
Held tor service.
Miguel county are asked to be :week s tnP through laos, Mora, Lol-- ; necds 0f tle men.
iplan rn October 1st. From ye:ir to
Carlos Sena No appeal. Held for one year.
ment.
Decision
board
He
of
is
Santa
counties.
re
county
Sec. 2. That any settler upon the
committees should be an-:. year the rroup of nh'e men and
present.
Troper trnm
"o,
service.
athrmert, after submission of ad-- ,
f .,
;i
.i,
larcompamci by 'V. r. juatcnene ot
the various depart-- 1
lands of the United States:
i,,,k
public
sNo
Sandoval.
Josc
Held
ditionnl
Nine Men From Colfaa
evidence.
the Santa Fe's Industrial department defense and the
appeal.
Discharged
or any entryman whose application
auxiliary organization me.its have be
unanimously re-- j
for service.
rom service.
has been allowed; or any person who
saanciiez. Uecision
has called the first nine men asked 'Santa he men are being piloted r ,i,
r.n.... .Manuel K'lvera. No anneal.. Held for
,.i
has
made
for pub-li- e
.j
application
board
affirmed
Held
for the war department for immediate through the three counties by State for a,
coiinty
lands which thereafter may be
ivc neccssary assistance ing Commencement last Mny.
I'.ut1, K
No
service.
P.
Land
Ervicn
Robert
Commissioner
am,ealfor
IIeld
seLv,ceM,l,,andnn'ne the absence of the soldiers the war's demands nrove,! stron-er- V
.
Pablo C. lieauliieti. Decision of coun- - allowed umler the homestead laws,
r .i,
Jirncst I.. Moore, Katon ; Ihos. Ri- - and H. 1). Henrig, publicity agcnt,:,,,i
t
i.
,i,
.,.i .!,,,
it.,:..;;... Eli; service
who dies while actually engaged in
f,,. :
,jc,.
lt
arrkrti
n
1. nr .1
.irlt.i i
s Jinldonado. No
IaI, n
Iaki Inrinrf a r
He
.i.la..i
d
ty board affirmed. Held for ser-- I the
ymiton
for
appeal.
Imvc
of the younger
claims.
covernment.
.
:
military or naval service of the
r
r
vice.
n
i,;.,f i4id...i
ri,:,..
service.
i
ti,
vnn
n.3
JCCU,'-'-"tj.i..
j'jin-a- ,
vi'i'.n.sv'.
k""i
h
iiil
..
xrtiiv,
United States as a private soldier,
ji.
ive volunteered.
faculty members
Slaughter Not Probable
Davis. Wo appeal.
tor Adams. No appeal. Held for ,larlcs
Raton: ;"c
John Hunter Vickers,
of the trip is to furnish Mr.
'
officer, seaman, marine,
national
also in tins connection
Held tor service.
service.
son; William Oscar Hunter, Daw-- j Simpson additional material for an! , suggest
tne members of your council 'cavcs f absence to enter tempor Lloyd Rnrossetle. No appeal. Held Ehrrncio Gonzales. No appeal. Held Riiardsman. or member of any other
their
service.
One
'n,
for
offense
country's
or
defense
organization
tor service
fur service.
Paul Murphy, Raton. None of these P.'.th", to be issued at once for the' should endeavor by every means to ar''y
authorized by Congress during any
.
f
which """'"her, Roscoe R. Hill, has been D...,,.n
Hnwnian
n
f
n..c,'s.r,,
men asked exemption on any grounds information of next vear's tourist correct tne ta se impres sion
v.
.1
u
w...
to head another state insti- - '""""
-- :rr, ,
.aits, liu Midi.
- ,! called
Dis war in which tne untied states may
reversed.
travel. The folder, which has been l,as bc?n industriously
service.
county board
tntion
be engaged, then his widow, if un- Grant County Men Leave
I!. Ortiz. No appeal. Held for'
from
service.
deals e ntirelv'amonK the people by German agents
pose
charged
successful,
notably
While
not yet, ready . to announce
or in case o her death or
Grant county's first contribution of with tourist and scenic attractions that- th m
,r. - AttA
,hn
,
,
Francisco Rael. No appeal. Held for m3rr.,e
g
...v
v..a..M i .i.u: '"c
service.
marriage, his minor orphan children.
men to the national army will leave not reached by main line railroads the new army will be immediately
'acuity
a y Sandoval. No appeal.
service.
President
that
said
Boyd
today
K"Xld for service.
Silver City on Sunday for Fort Riley, and the present visit of the Santa sent into the trenches in France,
Antonio C. Chavez. Decision of coun-- 1 or his or their legal representatives
the positions had been filled)
forthwith to make final
to the worst possible a"
Kan. There are 12 men in the lot Fc men will
add a number to the and exposed nrat.VolIu-r-rtairlez. No appeal. Held for
ty board affirmed. Held for ser-- . may proceed such
and
that
announcement;-1"3'Satisfactorily
anH
horrnr. anil uiai.lll.illir bCI L4III UC41I1.
,roof upon
M,n, r .. e new men woum ne made. short-!- ,:
entry or application
vice.
constituting 5 per cent of Grant coun- attractions listed in New Mexico's uuiiuia
service,
bC
The facts are that the men engaged,?'
of coun-- ! Za
ty's total of 218.
vast off
regions.
,
profes- - Peter Henderson. No appeal. Held foriWm.t Jeff MorganDecision
ly before opening. The new
Government patent
.
J
11.'
c
rl
n
service.
i
'
nl
wtll
nictrtrv
whn
sor
a
tiitnL- i:v
th. 1...J.1,:..
lfor sucn 'and; and that the death
Capt. J. H. Toulouse has been ap- SANTA FEAN HAS FRIENDS
from service
Arthur J. Bazil. No appeal. Held for
Is understood to be one of the
WHO SAW THIS MURDER and the casualties are not so grea
Leon Salazar. No appeal. Heidi?' such soldier while so engaged in
pointed
Jose
inspector general of the
service.
the
country
as in the American Civil War.
service of the United States shall,
k",?wn ed.ucators "
for service
guard with rank of major. He has
new Kroup are Ignacio Chaves. No appeal. Held for
otfhers
the true patriotic sentiment and says Nothing brings home to us the men will, after being given the neces- Solon Thomas'. No appeal. Held for!1'" the, administration of the
service.
tramcePtlonaI
and
so
German
of
much
atrocities
horror
Uncle Sam will never win the war
laws, be construed to be
sary time to arrange their immediate 'PV1
Alfredo Rivera. No appeal. Held for
t0
until he is in the front ranks to show as to hear of those acts of barbarism affairs, be sent to comfortable train- - L &
performance of all re- Morales. Decision of
service.
the
summ"
which
friends
to
of
been
have
ours
as to residence and cul
in
the United States, where e' ,E,yf the war wou'd.,l
the Boches that they are not in
ing carnps
ty board affirmed. Held for ser quireipents
havoc
play
Bernalillo
it. Two or three million men with
County
tivation upon sucn nomesteaa.
thv
vice.
t,,e University's enrollment, but
Shortly after the war began, some
Approved, July 28, 1917.
that idea is just what will do the friends
Mike
S.
Bernardino
Williams.
Decision
of
Baca.
Decision
of
the
county
conclusion
of
the
selective
v.by
?PJ?i
of Mrs. C H. Cochran, of Si
.t
business.
affirmed.
board
service.
board
Held
affirmed.
Held
for
county
ft
result
L
of
nation
the
X?L
1"
Soldiers' Desert Act
Santa Fe, were traveling in Belgium, wiH soon ZP
Elias Quintana. Decision of county
service.
prime
An Act For the protection of
These friends were Mr. and Mrs.
INCREASE EFFECIENCY
irralningTponToung
meTanwomfn
E. Livingston. Decision of
affirmed. Held for service. rt-land
board
Howard
Mr.
a
was
The
Ce.ing
railroad
entrymen who enter tha
enter-lOF THE RAILROADS Higgins. in Higgins
county board affirmed. Held for John Tomlinson. No appeal. Held for military or naval service of the U- man and
Belgium on business, and
service.
service.
nited States in time of war.
"As a result of the unity of ac- his wife was with him, when they
.
cOCIIAIC
I.
Pa Ik CIIAI.ICU
sitv ReKtr.r of their intention to Francis Tustin Brawley. Decision of Vidal Padilla. Decision of county
.n . . ILT .IIIC
.
thJ
tion on the part of the carriers, were caught by the war. One day th Texnen'enre
anuI
-- t
Held
for
affirmed.
c .u- board
affirmed.
Held
for
board
service.
an
and
county
t
attendance
openinRi
rftT. T ft.w
tmp enter
every available freight car in the by the road they found a small child
Leslie Clifford Sherwood. No appeal. !ed states of America in
service.
ef.u"t,on larger than last year's record break-T- .
United States has been brought in- crying bitterly. Their chauffeur ex Jjih8.?
Concr,
h?Ve ''ng total enrollment is now assured. Pedro C Candelaria.
Held for service.
Decision of
f
L
ento "use", says E. P. Ripley, President plained that the little boys father
assembled, That no desert-lan- d
No
Traxler.
affirmed.
Held
for
appeal.
Ray
board
county
made or held under the provi- of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa and mother, in fact his entire fam
try
.
service.
U.
A
C
1.
1. : J
service.
. .
alntm viT 111c
l
t-Fe Railway System, in a recent in- ily, had been killed, and he did not . t
iiimiijr auvaiiiaKca iui siuucnts nas
Garcia. No appeal. Held for ,.i"in
mucn
:r wi r"i." be "
, :ht(..n hnArrA yjaI nidiLii
the gain in Antonio Marrujo. Decision of coun
terview.
it
"Once a week there is a know what to do or where to go. Mr, that
!n,f.nn. kJ
vaIuabIe
won;r"
The new Uni.
service.
'rud7,r
board afirmed. Held for
ty
w hi-- ' i
redistribution of cars among the and Mrs. Higgins thought that thisiderful
ji ciiunicu man in um
and
the
with
Clark.
James
Robert
Dec,.,,0"
lines which need them most, regard- might be a chance for them to
'Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Or- " .t"
board reversed.
Sandoval. Appeal by Gov
county
....... in w . iui. biilli.il Uiait J
less of ownership, by direction of something, so they accompanied the!;.,t:
;Z
,n? ot the new operating plan, now Atanacio
tu.
'
from
service.
"
ernment.
charged
T.
of
Decision
in
is
demand
wide
- the Railroads War Board.
VC. t.7.
be,n distributed,
county
child back to the village where- he. Li..
shall be ubject to contest
can, .lint, ,.,i ,.a .1111.
a, mi
in.
i...
ii...
,,i
William
Hall.
Edward
board
from
affirmed
Appeal
by
Discharged
"On May 1st the country was short sdiu lie iivcu, uiiu iicic nicy iiiunu
cellation tor failure to make or exreduced until now it is less MII
rapidly
Decision
of
the
eminent.
county
r.rDMANV
child
,TAPV
was
all
the
true. They than halt what.it was in the first
said
140,000 cars. On August 1st the short- that
the sum of $1 per acre per
Drin" I. PaHM K gnn1
board affirmed. Discharged from pend in
H1ju
vr
age had been reduced to 33,776 cars. decided tnereupon to adopt tne cnno,
year
improvements
UtKMANT ITSELF, IS DOOMED
upon such
0i tni wa
:".
service.
The Santa Fe will contribute to a and take him back to America with vpar,
Cum. or to effect the reclamation
""i;-.-G. Man. No
'ii
No
Hinds
Run Low
Held
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VISCOUNTESS

GERMANS KILL

107

CURZON

KENNEDY

TROOPS TO STOP

IN AIR RAID

JONES

GERMANS TAKE
RIGA NAVAL BASE

PACIFIST PLOT

BRITISH NAVY MEN FALL VICTIMS TO TEUTONS AT THE
THAMES DOCKYARD.

REACHED
PORARY

CHICAGO

AFTER

ORGANIZATION

UNCLE SAM TAKES

TEM-

KEEN INTEREST IN

CAPTURE OF BIG BALTIC SEAPORT CLEARS ROUTE FOR
PETROGRAD ATTACK.

EF.

FECTED WITH POLICE
PROTECTION.

LATE

1917 APPLE CROP
Harvest Must Be
Used to Help Save Wheat
and Meat for Allies.

Our Big Fruit

80,000

SERBS STARVE

VILLAGES

LAID WASTE

WAR DEPARTMENT ACTS

ITALIANS CAPTURE
ELE IN DASH FOR TRIEST.
SLAVS ROUTED NEAR RIGA.
SAN

GABRI.

DRIVE

OPPONENTS OF WAR SCURRY TO
COVER WHEN GOVERNOR
SENDS SOLDIERS.

FOR

TRIESTE

KEPT

UP

STEADILY BY CADORNA IN
BRE8TOVIZZA VALLEY.

FOOD ADMINISTRATION

PLANS

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Western Newspapor Union News Service.
DUNVBIt MAHKETS.
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,
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10.25
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8.60
8.0010)
7.01) 'a 8.00
6.004 7.00
6.0041 8.00
I). 00 & 11.60

5.21.49.50

7.000
6.250
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6.60
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KEEP TRUCKS IN SERVICE CONDITION

DRAMATIST

GIVES

ADVICE TO
Some Suggestions That May
Prove of Great Value to the
New Soldier.
HOW TO REST BY RELAXATION
Wonderful Currents, Curative, Restor.
Ing and Replenishing Flow Into
the Submissive Body During
' Moments of Relaxation.
BY AUGUSTU8 THOMAS,

SOME
HIS

leased
them,
tures,
spine

GOOD

SOLDIER -- SON

can't be fully done without a deep
Dream nrst, and then the "let go,
one can't relax from "half tension" as
It were. Often we think we are relaxed only to find, after hours of wait
ing when utter exhaustion slumps us,
that we have been In some respect
holding ourselves away from thj bed.
A rehearsal In the theater Is a dire
thing for tightening one up who is directing It and unconsciously lifting
each character. After many years I've
come to recognize the condition In
time, and often In the dark auditorium.
when the actors or scrub women can't
see me, I He supine on the carpet In
an aisle or the foyer, and with arms
outstretched for a minute relax all
over. It Isn't so simple as it sounds.
Even after the deep breath one has to
think down to the very finger tips and
toes, and by mental command dismiss
the accumulated tension. Then last
of all, the muscles of the face to let
them fall with
eyelids and
the lips slipping away from the teeth
as they do on dead men. It's quite astonishing what a refreshing Indulgence
even a half minute of such rcluxlng is.
As I've said, it's an art to do
and
very useful when you get It
Practiced by Japs.
The Japs are past masters at It
They were taught It and practiced It
conscientiously In the
war. After lying supine for a minute,
each Jap soldier would be taken by
the head by a comrade, ond firmly
pulled until the packed vertebrae of
his spine were drawn apnrt and re

from the day's pressure
Recalling your physiology lec
you will remember that each
bone baa Its two wings or
flanges, each pierced by a small hole
about the diameter of a lead pencil,
Through those holes the great trunk
nerves travel with the smaller nerves
branching from them. A few hours
march, even without gun or pack,
sags these vertebrae together as tight
as their carttlege cushions will permit
Lying down helps greatly to remove
this pressure, but the Japanese slow
pull on the head does It at once. A
man can do it somewhat for himself
by lifting his shoulders as be lies on
his back and "hunching" them along
as If trying to get them as far as possible from bis belt. When I'm on my
back for my two minutes' rest cure,
I take two or three such hunches at
Intervals, trying to hold my gain each
time by an anchorage of the shoulder
blades against the carpet Generally
I can bear the vertebrae as they slip
from their packed contact to an easier
adjustment, especially if In my hunching I have lifted my bead so that some
pull is put on the spinal column. Sixty seconds of such rest is worth an
hour In a chair.
Richard Harding
Davis told me, or maybe it was Irvtn
Cobb, "I heard tell of the Herman soldiers utilizing even a few minutes'
halt to throw themselves on the
ground flat and extended."
I wish you'd try It, especially over
there when they send you and I fancy
It will help If you really believe and
know, as you yield yourself to the
ground, that It Is somewhat more than
rest know that Into your submissive
body the divine and wonderful currents are flowing, curative, restorative
and replenishing.
It's really the "Big Medicine."
Affectionately,
FATHER.

DIPPING TO EXTERMINATE SHEEP TICK

of the Vigilantes.
New Tork. This Is a genuine letter,
a "document," written by the distin"
guished dramatist to his son about to
go to France. Mr. Thomas when writing bad no thought of Its publication.
He Is an enthusiastic Vigilante; others
of the organization buppened to see
the letter and persuaded him to let it
be published.
My Dear Son:
I was Interested In the report of the
boys In their hike under the full
SUPPLY TRUCK CROSSING BRIDGE IN AISNE REGION.
packs, and their readiness to fall
when chance came at the end
asleep
American business houses and mer- one another just as seldom as possible. of the
"
fatigue
day. That
chants may well learn a lesson from
"The ordinary motor truck route is Is the kind that brings the most com
the military authorities In the care of from the railroad toward the front un- plete relaxation and the fullest rekeeping trucks in service up to their til the roads are too bad, and the loads cuperation. We learn late In life
fullest efficiency, according to W. Owen are delivered to the smaller units of some of us that the secret of reThomas, a well known consult- the horse transport The truck then cuperation, and therefore the secret of
ing automotive engineer of Detroit, returns to railhead by another route.
power, not only physical power, but
Mich. Since trucks in war work face
"Rest Camps" Provided.
also power mental und spiritual, is
the severest tests known, and since
"After they are reloaded they pro- the ability to relax.
must
be
in
the
best
they
kept
possible ceed again toward the front, and
You are probably going to France,
condition all the time; in order that somewhere on their route their rest and If so will often hnve great need
battles may be won, says Mr. Thomas, camp will be situated. This location of the quickest replenishment of your
the men In charge of mechanical trans- Is chosen in as sheltered a spot as pos- expended strength. Perhaps you will REAL
LEAD
port spare no end of pains In prevent- sible, and It is moved whenever Ger- remember more definitely some sug
Trus Tick (enjorfedfyr,3k,elarjtii)
ing trucks from falling by the wayside. man guns or airplanes become too gestions about relaxing If I give you
Features of Equipment.
the basic reasons for them.
friendly.
"A first-ai1
truck and relief trucks
"Here the reserve first-aiI used to amuse yov when you were Men Appointed to High Com- perts admit thnt In recent wars many
truck, the
elders of the services have made everaccompany all truck convoys," says workshop trucks and the stores trucks a little fellow by "hypnotizing
Dppmj lMjarrJ'alm Jhry Tick,
Have
Proven
mand
Ability
Mr. Thomas, who was head of the Ca- carrying supplies and repair parts are
lastingly good.
You will recall that a mosnadian mechanical transport, In speak- left working on the reserve trucks and quito that would fly from my hand or
(Prepared by the United States Depart the nights are cold, keeping the
Selected on Their Records.
in Service.
sheep
ment ul Agriculture.;
ing of the method pursued in war serv- units. The repairs done here are lim- face when you tried to catch him
The 37 major generals of the new
The sheep tick is a widely prevalent without feed and water for long periice. "These trucks run the last In the ited to those taking two days on any would sit still for me until I slowly
ods
before
and
National army nominated by the presi- parusite which Is
after dipping, and the
spreading rapidly, use of
train and stop and help any truck that one unit. If engine bearings need picked him up. The trick In that was
dent were all selected on the basis of
dogs In the corral, are some of
falls out of the line. If necessary, a scraping in slightly and tightening this my waiting until I felt his sting, and PICKED FOR THEIR RECORDS their records of service. On going especially among the
common
the
mistakes sheepmen make.
range flocks. It Irritates the sheep
relief truck will tow the straggler or would be done, but If parts are broken then taking a deep breath, and "push
Dipping Lambs.
through this list I find that out of the which It Infests, making them so resttake Its load so that the first-aitruck the unit is taken to a railroad, shipped ing on it" or tensing up. That tension
In
87, 22 were cadets at the United less that
dipping young lambs, it Is well
they do not feed well. This
can work on It. The traffic is arranged to the advanced base and another automatically closed all the pores of Most of the 200 Major Generala and Stutes
Military academy at the time results In retarding the wool growth to separate them from the sheep, In
so that one class runs on each road, drawn in Its place. This work has to the skin, and the mosquito who had
Generals
ApRecently
Brigadier
order to minimize the danger of their
that I attended that Institution. Some and
Indirectly the wool is sometimes
and to a great extent In one direction progress regardless of weather
pointed Were Cadets Together
of them I knew well when I was a Injured by the animals'
put bis bill Into one of these pores
being drowned in the vats. This Is
and
scratching
In
order
a
as
vehicles
that
found It gripped and held there
only,
at West Point
may pass
cadet. Others I did not know well be- rubbing themselves. A loss of approx- especially true of very young lambs.
In
a spring
bear's foot might be held
If, however, the lambs are handled
cause they were upper classmen when
imately 25 cents a head for lambs and
I was a Junior clussman, but with the 20 cents a head for ewes is consid- separately, It Is perfectly safe to dip
trap.
By EDWARD B. CLARK.
STEERING DEVICE FOR MOTOR
That closing of the pores under ten
Washington. If there should be a plebe and the yearling's interest in the ered a conservative estlmnte for the any more than a month old. They will
recover readily from the shock and
sion Is one of nature's means of pro- mobilization of the 200 major generals older fellows I learned a lot about da m
life done to infested flocks.
will grow nnd thrive much more rapidColumn and Controlling Pieces Adjust, tection. A nmn suddenly plunged into and brigadier generals appointed to them while they hardly knew that I
Control
Dipping.
by
water Instinctively Inhales and auto- commands In the new selective Bervlce was In existence. This is the way of
ed In Length Wheel May Be
ly after the irrltution caused by the
Sheep ticks enn readily be controlled ticks has been
removed.
Folded Into Plane.
matically closes Ills pores. He does army, the nffulr would be a reunion things at the military academy.
of one of a number of
use
the
by
Care and Cleanliness Counted
the same thing if startled by danger or of men most of whom were cadets toSeven of the new major generals
are
solutions.
These
described
dipping
'
The Scientific American, in Illustrat- attacked by any emotional shock. He gether at the West Point Mllltury were my classmates and It ought to go In detail in a new
Among Most Important Prepublication of the
without saying that these men I know United States
ing and describing a steering device, does it also when making any consid academy.
FRESH BEETS IN WINTER
deportment of agriculerable effort.
cautionary Steps.
Invented by W. B. Thomas of JacksonThis means that there is hardly a well, but at present I shall write noth- ture, Farmers' Bulletin 798. A num- S
Strength From Without.
new major general In the lint who does ing of them except to say that every ber of solutions, such as coal-tn- r
ville, Flu., says:
creThey should be placed In ven- It Is only with age and some humil- not know the methods and the manners one of them has a good military record. osote
This inventor provides a device
J
and nicotine, may be purchased
tlluted barrels, loose boxes, or, JJ
how
come
we
much
to
realize
that
some
It
column
wherein
with
and
the
the
ity
that
BACK-FIRINhnppens, however,
of service of every brigadier general
controlling
IS DANGEROUS
The
bettet still, in crates.
$
devices for the motor are adjusted in of our
strength comes from who will serve under him and It may of the upper classmen of that day I
!
dip can be made at home, but
They should be pulled and the
outside of us, actually flows into us be said also that there Is barely a have had mye or less Intimate acdifficult to prepare and It must .J tops cut oft when the soil Is dry.
it
is
and through us on what, if the phrase brigadier general who does not know quaintance Lb recent years and in some
be remembered that It Is poi- A
If sufficient space Is available W
Most Frequently Caused by Too "Lean"
won't frighten you, I might call the all about the record, the penalty and cases strong friendships have devel- always
sonous.
The proper precautions,
In the cellar, It is a good plan
"cosmic currents."
a Mixture of Gas, Starting When
the Idiosyncrasies of the major general oped.
therefore, invarlubly must be taken
simply to place them In small $
There is a little scientific Instru- who, as a division commander, will
Frederick S. Strong Is one of the in
Engine la "Throttled Down"
and using it. The methhundling
piles along the wall.
ment
blometre
called
the
that
new
regismajor generals. Strong, I think, ods of making and applying this pregive him orders.
Keep Drip Pane Clean.
Storage In large piles should 3
ters, and to some extent measures,
Some of these men who have been will look after the men lucky enough
described
bulletin
are
in
the
be avoided, as It is liable to
current. I hope It appointed to high rank In the new to be In his division as a futher looks paration
this strength-givinThe most careful auto driver Is
disadAnother
cause heating and decay.
I
won't bore you if I tell you of it army are within one, two or three after bis children, but when It comes already mentioned.
likely to have a fire, for auto fires frevantage which It possesses Is the fact
v
briefly.
years of the retirement age. It may be to a ease of fighting he will display that there Is no way of testing, as in v!
quently are due to causes not under
Write for Farmers' Bulletins
The blometre Is a small glass bell that out of their ranks will come a the Roman father's fortitude and will
his control.
Greater caution, of
847 and 879, United States De-J
or dome, Inside of which there is a Joffre, a Halg, or a Petaln, but as many fead his children to the front with no the case of some of the other preparacourse, will mean a greater measure of
tions, the strength of the solution In
partment of Agriculture, Wash- - J
copper needle suspended by a silk in. Washington look at it, It seems like- thought of sparing them' If sacrifice IS the
field. It is well known that all the $ ington, D. C. These give full J
safety, and It Is only by close attenthread. The bell rests on a board un- ly perhaps that the greatest American necessary to win the battle.
detion to details that seem trivial that
A Instructions free of charge.
solutions used for dipping sheep
$
der which Is a coll of copper wire. soldiers of this war are more likely to
Strong's Just but kindly disposition
one may be reasonably sure of safety.
not quite be produced from the ranks of the ted the military academy to put bim In teriorate with use and may, if not test
needle
The
free,
swings
Is the principal cause of
so
weak
become
that
ed,
frequently
touching the supporting base. When a younger men, although military ex- - charge of the Incoming plebe class In
auto fires, and this most frequently
sheep to pass through will receive
Steering Device.
man approaches the blometre with bis
the year 1879. Those were the days the
is caused by too "lean" a mixture of
litWe or no benefit.
FLIES CAUSE LOSS
Is drawn toward
needle
the
hand
left
htules
of
at
West
und
Point
hazing
and
wherein
wheel
be
the
may
There should be two dippings at an
gas, starting even when the engine Is length,
him slightly but perceptibly. When he LEADS "TANGO ESCADRILLE" Strong guarded the peace of the new
of
Into
folded
the
the
column,
plane
"throttled down," says one motor exof 24 days. The first may be
TO STOCK FARMERS
the bell with his right hand,
cadets. Made major generals with Interval
relied upon to kill all the mature Inpert. Most often this Is In a cold en and wherein the act of folding the approaches
him more
from
men
reneedle
the
who
are
half
dozen
away
a
him
swings
of
will
the column
on the sheep, but It may not
gine, which Is why most auto fires take wheel Into the plane
than It swung toward him
ceived their first soldier instruction aa sects
collapse the column and controlling perceptibly
reach those which are In what Is Insects Which Gather Around
place In winter.
In
first
the
at
Point
West
from
Frederick
experiment.
plehes
In view of the danger of a "lean mechanism, and wherein the moving
known as the pupnl stage. In which
S. Strong.
If two blometres are used, one for
Stables and Yards Are Cause
mixture" it Is the part of wisdom for of the wheel into a plane transverse to each hand, the needle In the left one
they are protected by a hard brown
Are
Real
Leaders.
shell. In this shell the tick remains
the operator to enrich It In winter es the axis of the column will lock the Is drawn toward the man, and that In
Oen.
of Irritation and Worry.
Edwin
St.
John
Maj.
Greble,
pecially. This will prevent the dan column in adjusted position.'
who either will lead a National Guard for from 19 to 24 days, when It
the right one Is repelled. That would
a
mature
as
when
Insect.
of
back
and
the
fire,
engine
ger
seem to Indicate that a current was
or a new army division to the front. Is emerges
(By C. H. M'EI.UOT, Department of
Cost of Dipping.
is warmed up the mixture can easily MOTOR DEATHS ON INCREASE
Veterinary Medicine. Oklahoma A. and
a son of the first officer of the regular
flowing Into us and through us from
M. College, Stillwater.)
Is
most
tick
the
be readjusted.
sheep
Although
left to right.
army to be killed In the Civil war. The
Flies cause losses to live stock formwestern
In
the
range states,
Flame From Air Intake.
elder Greble fell at Big Bethel. This prevalent
Largest Percentage for Any of SpeciFurthermore It is possible to prowhere sheep are herded in large ers In various ways, making It difficult
When the engine back fires there
fied Causes of Accidental Mortality-duce this Interesting phenomenon:' If
newly appointed major general was a
to estimate the damage done. Those
it is known to occur practicalcomes a sheet of flame from the air
Last
Year.
the man tries to affect the current by
godson of the late Gen. O. O. Howard, flocks,
which
around stables and yards
intake, and If there is any gasoline
sometimes known as the "Christian ly everywhere where sheep are kept. where gather
a tensed effort, the right needle moves
animals are confined are the
In the drip pan, as too frequently Is
The mortality from motor car acci- further from him than before, but the
soldier." When Howard went to West It Is difficult to keep sheep Infested most difficult to handle.
. the case, this usually starts blazing, dents and Injuries showed by far the left one ceases to be attracted and
Point to become the academy's super- with this parasite In a thrifty condi-efThey are seldom if ever the direct
There should be little or no gasoline largest Increase in the percentage for bangs plumb. This would seem to Inintendent, Greble, his godson, was a tion, and the most economical and
cause of death to animals, but the IrIn the pan, but supply pipes and con any of the specified causes of accidenfirst classman and the cadet adjutant ficient method of dealing with the
dicate that his effort expended the
worry, loss In flesh and diminectlons will get leaky while often tal mortality last year, according to a energy which the right-hanneedle
Greble cut up some dido or other and problem Is the dip. The cost of dip- ritation,
nution In milk production nre a few
Howard promptly reduced him to the ping will vary, of course, with local
poor seating of the float valve may report recently issued by the Metro- registered, and at the same time the
conditions labor, fuel and the neces- probable damages.
lead to an overflow of the carburetor. politan from statistics of 9,000,000 pol- effort closed the body to any intake
ranks.
Preventive measures ai practiced
The relationships of father and son sary materials for the vats and the in
If this is the case the valve should icyholders. The motor car accidents of the supply.
Imhandling these pests. The removal
most
solution
the
of
being
dipping
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about
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Art
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properly.
Relay
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tions have been violated. Greble's of- stntes It is estimated thnt the cost places and
Sometime In the early nineties I saw
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3
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not
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It
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speed is another cause of fire. This 100,000 in 1915.
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often can be darktook the usual rubbing and fanning by
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sometimes raises the exhaust pipe to
ened and screened. The use of skin
a
not
construct
but
need
er
may
vat,
,
but
McCoy occasionally
I
a red or even white heat, and when, FIXING GASOLINE FEED PIPE his seconds,
Capt Baron Manfrled von Rlchtho-fen- tain. Major General Greble's record make use of either the
portable gal- washes are practical ways of check
substituted a system of deep breathing
commander of Germany's famous of service Is one of the finest that ap
as often is the case, this exhaust is
ing their efforts. A good solution concanvas
Iron
a
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of
or
vanized
dip
he
stood
as
By the "Tango Escadrllle," which gave battle pears in the pages of the Army Regisplaced too close the woodwork of Complete Loop Is Bert Safeguard and relaxation he was
sists of emulsified laundry soap one
to
continue
he
If
bag.
expects
ping
the first fight- to four American flyers who sought to ter.
ropes. I believe
the car It may be Ignited, particularly
Against Crystallisation and Conpound in four gallons of wnter to
er to spar with open palms, closing break the noted squadron's air suIt was predicted six weeks ago that permanently In the sheep Industry, which
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sequent Breakage.
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only
owner
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premacy.
careful
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the
oily.
this mixture add four ounces of powThe commander is the youngest cap- alry, who then was promoted to a to handle, a permanent dipping plant dered
feur who keeps his car clean is in far When a gasoline feed pipe is looped some Interviews In which be was quotnnphthalene. Spray animal one
Is
a necessity. The construcless danger than the careless owner. or otherwise bent In order to avoid ed as saying that he conserved his tain in the German army. The Ger- brigadier generalship from the rank of tionreally
of such a plant is discussed In or two times per week.
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manner,
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by
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strength
"King
are
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started
to
and
by the rigidity
Occasionally
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liability
laxed when sparring and tensing up of the Air," as he is reported to have occasion be made a major general. The Bulletin 798. This bulletin also calls
opening the muffler cutout In starting. of a straight pipe, air locks and con
attention to the fact thnt some set- BEES NEED SOME ATTENTION
only for a blow. The fact was that downed 68 machines. Qunemeyer, the prediction hit the mark.
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The hospitals are the principal scene
SEARCH FOR "MISSING" missing men is not generally known.
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These searchers, now an Important of the searchers' worf. With a book
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into the soiL
Removing Spark Plugs.
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fact that the
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Chauffeurs in New York,
Currants Heavy Yieldtva.
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'provide for the payment of any
gall
balance at iba expiration mi thirty yavan
from tie data of tha contract, with interest on deferred ea vaunt a aft tha .tmaa
of fonr per cent per annoni payable hi
advance on tha anniversary of the data
of contract, nartial navmcnta la IVa mvlk.
ed oa the anniversary of tht date of con
tract next following the data of tender.
The Com mil aimer nf PuhliV
rt Mam
Mexico, or hia agent holding such
reserves the ria-hr-.
to re Ire t an ant'
bids offered at said sale.
Leases oa aay
of the above described lands will be caa
celled on October 1, 1917, aad possession
will be ariven the successful hiAArr amn
execution of the contract
Witness my hand and the official acal
of the State Land Office this 20th day of
July, 1917.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication July 27, 1917.
Last Publication September 28, 1917.
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Mr. Most New Metros
Only a Few Days More and the Great
The board of regents of the New
Shows Will Reach Here in All
Mexico Normal University at Las
Their Glory So Now Is the Pro
Vegas, have announced the election
per Time to Turn Your Mind
of Mrs. Mary Moss of La Grange,
Circu.ward
to tli
terms and condition a,
following
Mabel
Ga., as matron to succeed Mrs.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
vin
The modern circus is the lineal
E. Hall, who resigned.
The
successful
bidder
must par to the
descendant
of
the
Nordhaus
ancient
the
council
would
laid
Olympic
city
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
COLFAX
Commissioner of Public lands, or his ageat
carries ot Ureece.
take up the matter.
ihe Komans a
of tht
eJ,
such sale,
holding
SANTA FE
PUBLIC LAND SALE
dopted this form of popular amuse
price offered by him for the. land, fonr
Twin Nun and Soldier Bey
per cent interest in advance for the balment trom the Oreeks.
Peddle Boon To Soldtera
The name
VALENCIA
COUNTY
ance of such purchase price
the fees
Mrs. Sleman David presented her
circus is latin, meaning a circle:
have been filed in the
Utah Copper King BuTa Mines
Complaints
for
and aooraiseraent
and
advertising
husband with a pair of undressed UIIII.C
:
c UIIIIIII93IUIlCi r v The copper
Office of the Commissioner ef Public all costs
Cow- - and it was used to indicate the place
sale herein, and
incidental
and
mines
zinc
the
W. h7.
to
VI tt
at
Land i,
kids Wednesday, but as they are not McK
each
Sainz!
all
of
and
said
be
amounts
must
eacn
wncre
in
les on the upper Pecos, thirty miles
cnariot races,
city
apiinst yictoriano
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
mates I suppose he will have to re - ,for "
in cash or certified exchange
three bottles of wine in least of Santa Fe, have been sold by athletic contests, etc., were held. The Notice if hereby given that pursuant atIrDOSltea
having
of sale, and which said amounts
the
time
mem.
an
One is
turn
eignt pound his possessjon at Camp Cody and the Cowles estate to D. C. Tackling, circus flourished in Rome twenty- - to the provisions of an Act of Con Kress, and all of them are subject to forfeiture
ooy ana tne otner a seven pounaaRainst ,arnes pandeI1 who is accus. the Utah copper king, according to five hundred years ago, and for ten approved June 20. VtiO. the laws of the to the State of New Mexico if tha auc- of New Mexico and the rules and cessful bidder does not execute
a con
ed of selling four, bottles of beer report.
The consideration is given centuries later. With the decadence State
regulations of the State Land Office, the tract within thirty dava after it has hcfi
whether this is a case of patriotism and a half
the mistress of the world came Commissioner
to a sol- at $1,500,000.
of
of Public Lands will offer mailed to him by the State Land Of free,
was
deal
The
whisky
pint
pending
or simply the force of habit from or- dier in uniform. The men were ar several
a decline of the circus in character, at Public Sale to the HiRhest bidder. said contract to provide that the purchaser
years.
11 o'clock
A. M. on Tuesday September may at his option make payments of not NOTICE
dering things by wholesale in anti rested by government agents and
OF SALE OF CERTIFICATES OP
been 'and it was frequently debased by at
The
have
interests
of ninetv-fivJackling
ner INDEBTEDNESS
25th, 1917, in the town of Los Lunas, less than
OF COLFAX COUNcipation of an advance in price. will be arraigned Friday. Doming buying up the prospects and mines revolting spectacles, such as the County of Valencia, State of New Mexico,
cent of the purchase price at any time after
NEW MEXICO
However, here's long life and success Headlight.
on the Dalton divide between Santa throwing of those obnoxious to the in front of the Court House therein, the the sale andfromprior toof the expiration of PUBLIC TY,
NOTICE is hereby given that the
and
date
twin
nurse
acscriDca
soldier boy.
tracts oi tana via;
the contract, and
to the
thirty years
Fe and the upper Pecos and are government, including Christians to following
to provide for the payment of any un- board of county commissioners of
Coital CountV. New Mviei
Springer Stockman.
ih. fi,k
Marron BuTs Laundry
doing development on a large scale. Iwild beasts. Doubtless it was this Sal No. M7. All of Sections 2. 4. 6. 8. paid balance at the expiration of thirty day
July, 1917, at a regular meeting of
O. N. Marron of Albuquerque and Because of the scenic highway which that gave the church a prejudice 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32 and years from the date of the contract, with said ofHoard
of County Commissioners, under
Street Improvement
9N
K.
T.
on
34,
interest
deferred
11W.,
10,247.04
at
the
rate
containing
payments
and by virtue of authority fn them vested
have purchased the passes near these mines, having been against the circus, which is today acres. The improvements on this land of four per cent per annum
The engine, grader and scarifier his associates
payable in
law, duly passed and
a resoDeming Steam Laundry from Gus damaged, the ore is being) shipped still held by some extremely con- consist of two houses, well and fencing, advance on the anniversary of the date by
ordered by the city council recently Weber.
lution whereby a special taxadopted
of ONE MILL
600.000
$740.00.
ft.
value.
B.
There
are
M.
church
servative
is
Mr.
Marron
the president down the recos road to ulorieta.
people.
the
dollar of the valuation of all pro- have arrive and the repairing and of
of Merchantable timber an this land, value ed on the anniversary
of the date nf'"n
the
Excelsior
The modern circus has about it $900.00.
Laundry company
" una county suoject to taxacontract next following the date of tend- CV'J
resurfacing of the streets will begin at Albuquerque, and
tion for Stale and
the capacity of
er.
County purpose, w..'
nothing debasing. Mankind has al- Sale No.
TAOS
some time the coming week.
jcvied for the year 1917; and whereby tha
2. All of
VMWA.
E'A.
Sec.
Ml,
the
be
will
held
The
of
Public
Commissioner
Lands
achivement
Deming
in
of
quadrupled.
of forty. five certificates of indebted,
ways
plant
physical
issuance
The work to be done contemplates
12.
R. 15W.. All of Sec. 36. New
12N..
T.
Sec.
or his agent holding
Mexico,
such ness of the
of Colfax, Slate of New
R. 25W., containing 1.746.84 acres. sale reserve tha
13N..
of the streets New machinery of the latest model
the entire
The Executive Committee of the high esteem; its heroes are those T.
to reject any and Mrmco, each County
for the aum of FIVE HUN.
The improvements on this land consist all bids offered atright
said sale.
and the surfacing with crushed rock has been purchased, and Mr. Mar- local Red Cross Chapter held a meet- who have done something notable. of
Possession i'NKD DOLLARS, adftreirating TWENTY
house, barn, corrals, shed, well, pump. under contract of sale for the above desron expects to have it installed by
Especially is courage, and the dis- fencing
THOUSAND
FIVE HUNDRED
where needed
Proper grading and
and plowing, value, $2,825.00.
ing Friday night in the office of play of leadership
cribed tracts will be given on October Tine was authorized,
The very latest and most Wm.
on the battlefield
in anticipation of the
1917.
filling, followed UP wtr a roller, as September. methods
committees
McKean.
Various
1st,
finds
(o be raised by said special levy;
will be employed
held in the highest esteem. The
in
will
streets
the
dirt
the
notn.l
put
each to be payable oa
planned,
certificates
'
62575
L
in the conduct of the business and were appointed who are being
There
are
13W.,
A?,?
""J"?'
in
.erf.;
containing
hero stands hiVh
the
l,
or
..
two years after date, and tu
fine condition and the improvement a
Mrs. J. D. military roll
ified
the
uj h. -before
of fmae. Physical pro- o imDrovemenls on this land. There are , ; i . ':
practical and experienced laundry-ma- n Morris.by The secretary Mr. Hardintirist at the rate of six (6) per oent
popular
will mean much to the city. Raton
President,
and the said certificatea
will be in charge. Deming
Milium,
ROrtT.
wess
P.
man
;
the
on
lliii
ERVIEN,
and
average
land, value, $2,197.50.
r.mnbrii'd consecutively from one (1)being
Reporter.
wood has called a meeting, a full at in the delights
to
Commissioner of Public T.and.,
athletic exhibitions of the cirHeadlight. .
(45); and that thereafter, and oa
Mn KM
f'n
f
ot new Mmco.
tendance of the members and interatate
the
described
above
tract.
the 7ih day of AuRust, 1917, the said Boarn
cus, the racing, the display of con- of land will he accented for less than;rirl" Publication July 20, 1917.
.
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Garage Changes Hands
ested friends were present.
f
of
oumy Commissioners, niir.ti.int tn lw
summate horsemanship and so on, Three Dollars ($3.00) per acre which is the!La,t Publication Srptember 21 1917.
noP
The Gate City Garage company has
V!"?
,
and to the resolution aforesaid, issued
which are the leading features of a appraised value thereof, and in addition
o, .as v ru- MT: aam
said Certificates of Indebtedness anil caused
been purchased by A. M. Van Dyke
for
the
thereto
successful
bidder
must
TORRANCE
pay
Hi"
circus exhibition, nearly everyone, th
same to he signed by the Chairman
of Dawson, from the former owners, "5; "a? r.en,ed
.V,ae OI ,ne
improvements that exist on the land,
ol said Board of County
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Mission Hotel and
Commissioner.
open up
young or old, takes pleasure and a d also lor the timber at the appraised
the Mace Brothers, and is now being
i:nd attested by the County Clerk of Colfax
value.
f'rst
is
that
shoP
s
most
l
innoclss
One of the state rnad camps
'pleasure
certainly
NOTICE
and sealed with the seal of tbe
FOR PUBLICATION
ln,Sfp-nthe
with
'rnnty,
operated in conjunction
He
itcmber.
...
one
Each of the above described tracts will
beinir moved to Tiicras canno. where .cent
!t";.rl of County Commissioners of
Aliliiicit d- . wit
Udiviuil uaiduc i7
for sale separately.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
barber shops in the the work for which the state board
County, and delivered said certificate,
witmn the last tew years or so, beTheoffered
fiaurrhran has been .riven chart,,, of most.
above sale of land, will be subject
t, issued
to the undersigned Treasurer
authorized a large appropriation at .the circus in America has moved to
'if Coll.ix County, New Mexico, for sals a
ROOSEVELT COUNTY
the local garage as manager for the southwest. Deming Graphic.
a
much
m
it
said
ever
commenced.
be
will
its
last
than
resolution
higher
plane
meeting
provided; and that ..id
will
new purchaser, and
continue the
SECTION
RANCH Six sections
New Nesch Bakery Completed
certificates are now in my custody as
before occupied. The exhihitions are TWELVE
(Republication)
n
important new road will conbusiness under the former
leased state Land, some
land.
Treasurer
of Colfax County,
patented
The brick building for the Nesch This
New Mexico,
Alnect the Estancia Valley with
unoDjecuonanie on tne score Ot mo- some homestead land. This place is near Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
that the form of said certificate, i. ..
garage name. Raton Range.
Bakery has just been completed. buquerque.
corona, new Mexico, nas plenty oi water
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
tne
comtort
and
follows,
convenience
ranty;
timber for theprotection of stock.
1"? ha.SlD.lHNJ.
Everything connected with the buildNotice
of. ttleftalnr) are? rarffnttv
i. . hereby . given that pursuant
New Dry Goods Store
J rnnPrvH
.
7.
No. fift. State Kcr.ril. Sanl.i'.
I'rice
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ing and Bakery is first class, and
Bean Crop Doubled
lm provisions ot an Act of congre.s,
there is no more fear of meeting in- - p, ' n m.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Many new business enterprises equipment the finest in the .southJune 20. 1910. the law. nf the
appiored
be
built
to
The
first
bean
elevator
or
suit
incidents
than
disagreeable
countv fir rnt civ
State of New Mexico and the rule, and
have satrted in Raton during the west. New machinery, to the value in New
- there is in
No
con
now
A CATTLE LOCATION on which you can regulation, of the State Land Office,
under
Mexico
a
a
.sal sa
's
lecture
or
attending
the
sucpast ten years that have proved
make
fiood
a
CERTIFICATE
of $1,000 has been added to the equip- struction at Willard, being one of theatrical performance.
for
$5,0U0
a
fortune.
OF INDEBTEDNESS
Commissioner
of
Public Lands will offer
year
As a result
cessful and a credit to our city, and ment.
This is to Certify that the County
now, capacity can be increased and more at Public Sale to the highe.t bidder, at
be
elevators
which
four
such
are
to
the oldtime prejudice against the cir- range added to present holdings Good 2 o
P. M., on Wednesday, September of Colfax, in the State of New Mexico,
from the past record of Mr. Bernis indebted to the henrer in th ton rtt
located in the state.
Estimates on cus as a nroner amusement for all climate, Rood water, good grass, good !26th,clock,
1917. in the town of
County of
stein in Walsenburg and Denver it
Bray and Co' Wholesale House
location. -- No. 67. State P Cord
in
HUNDRED DOLLARS
this
n front of FIVE
New
the
Mexico
is
bean
anrl
classes
r:.r,wll
epvee
flic,
crop
airp
is reasonable to expect that his new
ANII
E. P. Kepley, of the well known
PROMISES TO PAY the same on
tne
court
House therein, the following de. or
based on condition at the end
before two years after the date here- i lie iuvc (j i inversion
inn.
store here will prove a welcome ad- wholesale produce and grocery house year
oi lanu viz:
,mucu
irai;is
ijiiii
of, together with interest thereon at the
of July indicate a yield of from and harmless amusement for all clas- Three sections deeded land at $6.50 pei
dition to the city's business and a of Bray and Co., El Paso, has just 40,000.000
of six (b) per centum per annum,
to 45,000,000 pounds, nr ses, old and young is inborn in man. acre or will lease for three yenr. for $350 Sale No. 771 All of Section 16 T. 4S., R. rate
from dale unlil paid, payable
of water and grass, 7 .36E containing 640 acres. The improvement,
genuine success.
year,
per
completed
Plenty
arrangements for the double the 1916 production of 22.- - To
is
them
to
turn
counter
forbid
miles
from
No.
on
Tucumcari.
46,
State
this land consist of fencing, value $300.00.
nually, both principal and interest
Record,
The Bernstein store in Raton will erection of a large wholesale pro- 000.000
No bid will be accepted for less than $10.50
to human nature. The Creator would Santa Fe, N. M.
pounds.
payable in pill coin or its equivabe devoted to the sale of women's duce and grocery house.
lent in lawful money
of the United
1 he
lyio crop sold at an average not have implanted tin's desire for 86.250 Acres in one tract. 30.(100 acres of pci aire wmta is ine appraiseo vaiuc.
misses' and childrcns' wearing apparStates of America at t lie office of the
a
of
cents
All
contracts
in mankind were it de- which is fine fruit and
amusement
pound.
of
Treasurer
sale
said
The
Farm
of
bind.
above
will
Jpcobs
be
('j
lands
County.
Mr.
$13,000
has
Bernstein
as
Brings
farming
el, and
county, at
subject
spent H.
(he City
Rat. hi. New Mexico, and
to develop by buildto the following
terms and conditions,
H. Jacobs has sold one of his made thus far for the 1917 crop are trimental. Yankee Robinson's Shows Splendid opportunity
the past four weeks in New York
for the prompt payment of thi. certiand
to
set.'vtx:
reservoirs
out
10
ing
a
the
to
cents
of
above
enparceling
model
tenteil
the
this
grow
style of
pound
ficate anil Die interest thereon, the full
No. 51, Slate Ricord. Santa Fe,
The successful bidder must pay to the
selecting; his stock, it may safely be ranches, to O. W. Grace, who takes ers.
tertainment comes to Santa Fe. tiers.,
N. M.
faith, er, dit and resources of said CounCommissioner of Public Lands, or his agent
taken that a new stock of. the best possession after January 1. It con
13.
of Colfax are hereby irrevocably pledgty
.
of
such
sale,
holding
the
160
...
Thursday Sept.
acres, 80 of which are
oree sections nt reimqui snniem s, local Dric.
styles and dependable makes will be sists of
ed.
l,
hitr. ,nr ,u. ..,,
Bean. Cut Early
o(frjinterest
ed north of rucumcan.
A new pumping
Lots of water,
shown in the Bernstein store this under cultivation.
This
certiorate is one of a series of
for
cent
thi
advance
in
The first beans were harvested this
windmill, well, and tanks, 8 miles of wire balance of such
War And the Pork Barrel
tenor and effect not exceedinjr in
fall at a wide range of popular prices. plant which will deliver from 1,000 week. Somewhat early but the ownpurchase price, the fee. like
fence. 80 acres broke. No. 34, State Record, for
the aRKrepate Ihe sum of Twenty-Twand
all
and
is
advertising
appraisement
still
to
its
to 1,200 gallons 'of water a minute ers felt
talk
Congress
trying
Santa l'e, w m.
costs incidental to the sale herein, and Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($22,500..
r ..,
t.A unn
they would not make any .......
...... ...c
New Plumbing Shop'
was recently installed and the place more beans
vuu.,i.,- - Three ,cc,ion, , de(.dcd ,and K50 nd each and all of said amounts must be 00) issued under the authority of and in
and those on were
strict conformity with Section 8 of Chapmen.
While
continues
cimer r. amitn, wno nas Deen intis Considered one ot the finest in to cut. Next week there will beready
an
fine
and
of
lots
autocracy
water deposited in cash or certified exchange
acre,
grass
toj$5.oo
lots
ter 5 of the Laws of the Special Session
at the time of sale, and which said amounts
the employ of-- the Carey Hardware the valley. The price paid Mr. Jacobs of beans cut. Four or five farmers threaten the world, Senator Bone-.I- n
springs and wells, two sets of
of the Legislature of the State of New
no
ot
are
all
tnem
3
to
lorfeiture
subject
of.
asks
store for the past seven years, is en- was $13,000. Deming Graphic.
of
,milJ
Buncombe,
2;aml
permission
convened
Mexico, which
on the first
fro'c'n,"in,;
a
north west of town have bought
lul bldtler
does not execute a contract
wordiM
day of May, A. D. 1917, the same being
tering business on his own account.
town to deliver a
do
to
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outfit
threshing
an
of
said
act
within
heen
Will
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Lumber
after
it
has
mailpH
thirty
Yard
entitled, "An
Legislature
Raton Range.
Open
speech on the advisability of dredg3000 acres deeded land,
water and to him by the Slate Land Office, said Act to Provide for the Public Defense,"
work. Moriarty Messenger.
D. E. Hines of the Oibson-Hine- s
ing Cow creek in order to facilitate grass, 50 acres irrigated plenty
and preparing to contract to provide that the purchaser may approved May 8, 1'117, the said certificates
Lumber company of El Paso, closed
the transportation, of war supplies.
irrigate 150 acre more; 300 head of cattle.- at his option make payments of not less Imiiir issued to anticipate the collection
CURRY
of a special
and one half milts from Tu ;than
UNION
a deal the first of the week for a
of ninety-fivlax levied by Ihe Board
Laurence I.ockney, in F.l Paso Herald cumcan.
'"'"''! oneA fine
per cent
of County Commissioners of said County,
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proposition. Price $45,000.00 of the purchase price at any time aft.-Honl.l nrnnArtu i
nt.r t(
.
and as providrd in and authorized by .
m.
me saie ana prior to tne expiration ol
,
j.nnq
it,
Ready For The Next
Ir.nlJ onA follrn,,! on,,,.c mntin- M
resolution of said Boaril of County Comfrom date of the contract.
A reader offers this one:" "Perhaps! I5M0 acr,.s dded )and
miIc, north. thirty
Crops experts of Curry County es - ing 3S00o sanare feet and the com.
missioners, duly adopted at its meeting;
,he piymrnt of any
Last week Thomas P. Scarborough Rrvan was mismioted. He mav have
ol Tucumcari. fine grass land. h..'"5.,a0.,f0,"J
held on the ninth day of July, A. D.
Al
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a
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lumber
-- Si.
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i from the "date of
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r
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being Prepared for planting
nets, conditions and thing
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suance and sale of this certificate have
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640 acres IK miles
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a house in Des Moines and will move
cari; 2 good wells with lots of water; 2 next following the date of tender.
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Commissioner
Sten.on.
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''!' f'T!'i, as required by law.
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Lands
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J.V TESTIMONY
The question of paving the four J. and S. C. Stenson, grocers, hay his family here at once- Welcome
WHEREOF this cerIt is one of the New Mexico, or his agent, holding such
land can be farmed.
tificate has been sipned by the Chairchoicest places of (Juay County. Four room sale, reserves the riirht to reiect snv and
orincipal blocks of main street was and grain dealers have leased their Dcs Moines Swastika.
man of the Board of County Commishnimp: millc hmiKe: fine well and winrlmill all bids offered at said .ale.
FOR SALE.
Possession
REAL ESTATE
practically settled this week when piace o business to the Standard
:ii iint.i t...
sioners and by the County Clerk of said
for the above
at the house; pood barn and corrals. Price under contract. of stale
f.t
and the seal of said county has
will
Government
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tracts
be
of
15.50
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on
no
all
be
or
an
this
land
county,
seventy five per cent of the property Grocery Co., of El Paso for three ...
acre,
cash,
r.3b
given
r.f tbic
been bereunto affixed,
at Raton, the
No. 38, State Kecord, Santa he, N. M. "ore uctoDer 1st, 1VI7.
terms.
owners affected petitioned the coun - vears Ttle standard Grocery Co. are
Two
million
well
as
three
Fighters
a bawl gaim with Dee
will
be
of Colfax,
Ther
Witness
Seat of said
hand and the official seal
:
County
my
;
cil to proceed. This immediately wholesalers
and have purchased moyines horse racin and moater hundred thousand acres of Oregon & Ten Section Ranch, all tinder fence, two of the State Land Office this 11th day in the State of New County
Mexico, this 7th
con-; from ,he stenson's their entire stock racin allso. Ther will bee too kinds California Railroad Co. Grant Lands
started a building boom, and the
oi juit. n, v., ivii.
day of August, 1917.
'
acres State Leaie which expires Oct.. 1921;
ROBT. P. EH VI EN
(Signed)
struction of the following buildings
rrQT
of ottomobeals racin one f0r Fords Title revested in United States. To 800 acres patented land leased applicaT. F. McAuliffe,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
on tne pavea portion on ine street
Chairman of the Board
Wind- - Te opened for homesteads and sale tion to purchase 640 acres of State land
Mate of New Mexico.
Dedman
cars
and
antither
for
cents per acre First Publication JuW 13. 1917.
of County Commissioner,
have been announced by the lot ownsome ot oest lana lett with the first payment of60050 acres
mjU Bin.
M'KINLEY
containing
of the County of Colfax
Last Publication September 21, 1917.
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ers; one business block, 100, feet
Olfl
CUfltl
ot
a
,. ($5.00 per acre);
in United Mates. Large copyright- paid
vfthq
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the State of New
front, two stories, first story large
of 'the soshul events of the ed Map, showing land by sections down, balance $500 per year. 8 per cent
One
Mexico.
Win.low Gallup Elks'.
to
interest
(would
business rooms, second 'story, hotel;
expect
carry
purchaser
(Commissioner's
Seal).
in
Mellons
rainWaide
season
took place
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The HILLMAM

for myself the riddle which has kept
me nwake at night for weeks and
months, which has puzzled me more
than anything else in life has ever
done."
"You really have thought of me,
then?"
"Didn't you always know that I
should?"
"I'erhnps," she admitted . "Anyhow,
I always felt that we should meet
again, that you would come to London.
The problem Is," she added, smiling,
"whut to do with you now you are
here."
"I huvefl't come to be a nuisance,'
he assured her. "I just want a little
help from you. I want to understand
because It Is your world. I want to
feel myself nearer to you. I want "
She gripped his arms suddenly. She
knew well enough that she had delib
erately provoked his words, but there
was u look In her face almost of fear.
"Don't let us be too serious nil at
once," she begged quickly. "If you
have one fault, my dear big friend
from the country," she went on, with
n swiftly assumed gnyety, "It Is that
you lire too serious for your years,
Sophy and I between us must try to
cure you of that
You see, we have
arrived."
He handed her out, followed her
across the pavement, and found himself plunged into what seemed to him
to be an absolute vortex of human beings, all dressed In very much the
sume fashion, all laughing and talking
together very much In the same note,
nil criticizing every fresh group of arrivals with very much the same eyes
and manner.
The palm court wus
crowded with little parties seated at
the various round tables, partaking
languidly of the most indolent meal of
the day. Even the broud passageway
was full of men and women, standing
about and talking or looking for tables.
One could scarcely hear the music of
the orchestra for the babel of voices.
The prince of Seyre beckoned to them
from the steps. He seemed to have
been awaiting their arrival there a
cold, immaculate, and, considering his
lack of height, a curiously distingui-
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uliiiul tn riiKiiui'. Ami iiuw iinnthi
won't mind if we put him somewhere
wurlil lunl hlui In Its xrlp. lit; lllrki
out of the way till we have finished,
Hu- - miiri' with his
whip, lurniMl nwny will you?"
frnui Mn- - inn, mul Kiillopi-"After such an Introduction," Faraup to the
si ill Ion,
pni'i- with tint t nil
day said In a tone of resignation, "Mr.
whnsi- whistle hi? lunl
Stiindliii
Strangewey would be welcome at any
uiilsldi- - was ii local hnrsi- - r
of hi
time."
.
iiciiuiiltitanci-"There's a dear man!" Louise ex"Take Hu- - iniin- hack for me to I'eu claimed. "Let me Introduce him quickHall, will you, Jenkins, or send one of ly. Mr. John Slrangewey Mr. Miles
"I want to Faraday, M. Gralllot, Miss Sophy Geyniir lads?" Ii
cali-this train."
rard, my particular little friend. The
The inan assented with pleasure It prince of Seyre you already know, alpaid to do a kindness for n Strunue' though you may nut recognize him trywey. John passed tliroiujh the tlcke ing to balance himself on thut absurd
stool."
nllli e tn the platform, where the trill
John bowed la various directions,
was waitliiK, threw open the door o
and Faraday, taking liim
ii carriage,
and Muni; himself Into
corner scut. The whistle sounded. Th
by the arm, led him to a garden seut
adventure of his life had begun at last, at the back of the stage.
"There!" he said. "You are one of
Hie most privileged persons In London.
CHAPTER VI.
Ynu shall hear the finish of our reThe ureal French dramatist, dark hearsal. There isn't a press man In
pnle-rnceunil corpulent, stonil upon London I'd hnve near the place."
of the stage, hrnn
the extreme
Twenty-fou- r
hours away from his
dishing his manuscript In his hand. II silent hills, John looked out with puzhanged the palm of his left hand with zled eyes from his dusty seat among
the mlli'il-uinunuscrlpt and looked a ropes and pulleys and leaning fragIheui nil furinusly.
ments of scenery. Whut he saw and
"Tim nnly success I car-fur." h heard seemed to liim, for the most
Ihunileri-il- ,
"is an artistic success!
part, a meaningless tangle of gestures
With Miss Sluurel playing your and phrases. The men and women in
M.
actorfashionable, clothes, moving about bef!raillnl," the
lending part,
malinger declared, "not to speak of a fore that gloomy space of empty audi-
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l
is milking ymi restless;"
moiie.v
pnssiun. yi-- l wit Ii u slmi-"I li'vi-lliink of it except when tlimiUriilm-sIn his hcurt Mint hi- - hiu!
1
Mnsoiucirie i'iiiiii's ln'L;i:iiiL'.
inlusinii nf evil Ihnuclits
prnmisi'il u
' 11
Mnii hi m Is In
IIiiiiis.iiii
rl in I'y to- uliii-wunls si'i'inml tu hnvi-- i
ri'iili'il. Tim l'nni-hliu tn furt-Mii-day."
linlfvi-ilii- l
"Thru what's wrong v illi you?''
siiKKi-stiiniof his
.
.Inllll si ri'lrlli'il IlilllSi'lf nut, n spleli-illi- l luiilhi-rsn fur ns thi-inmiliniiil.
His hiiusi'ir nml his life ilurinj; tin- lust
figure nf
,
liis
eht'ii.s wi'iv
dear
llllllllllS.
tinil In Ighf.
Sii-p- l
wns riirlit. This wonuiii who
'
"Tin1 inntlor? Tlii't'i-'nothing nil lunl ilriipiicil fniin the clnuils fur llinsn
hi
de few lirief liiiurs lunl
Willi iin
earth tin- iiiiilti-played slrange
cliiri'il.
havoc wllh .lohn's thoughts and his
"II Isn't yniir I nllh I nmnn. There whole outlook upon life. The coming
nr- - nlln-- r
lliiugs as you well know. of harvesl, the care nf liis people, his
You do yniir ilny
nrk mul ynu take sports, his cricket, the early days upon
ami ynu gn tlii'iiium Imili the grniise mniirs, had all
your
suddenly
I'l'llillni !1."
US if Jiilir feel Were nil 11
Inst their Inlerest fur III m. Life hud
"Voiir fancy, Sleplien !"
liecniim a (ask. The echo of her
"Hiiil grant II ! I've hail nu unwelwords was
come visitor in your uliseiu-e.always In his ears.
cm
.Inllll
swil'lly tn'ouuil.
He snt with his head resting upon
"A visitor?" he rcpenleil. "Who was his hands,
looking stenilfaslly across
It?"
Mm valley
Almost at his feet
l.
Sleplien glowered ill liim fur a
lay the little church with its graveyard, the long line of stacks and harns,
"II was the prince." he said; "the the Inliorers'
collages, the hallilT's
prince nf Seyre. as he calls himself, linusc, the whole little colony around
thiiiigh he lins Hie right In style him- which his life seemed centered. The
:
.
It's only his summer moimlight lay
self Master nf K :
upon the ground
foreign Iilmiil lhieli inakes him elinnse almost like snow. He ciiulil see the
whal I regard as the lesser litle. Ves, sheaves of wheat
standing up in the
must distant nf the cornllclils. Ueyond
was Hie dark gorge toward which he
had looked so many nights at this

Mini

The Whistle Sounded. The Adventure
of His Life Had Begun at Last.

torium, looked more like murlonettes
than creatures of flesh and blood,
drawn this way and that at the bidding
of the stout, musterfiil Frenchman.
who was continually muttering exclamations und banging the manuscript
upon his hand. It seemed like a dream
picture, with unreal men and women
moving about aimlessly, suying strnnge
words.
Then there came a moment which
brought n tingle Into bis blood, which
plunged his senses Into hot confusion.
He rose to his feet. It was n play
which they were rehearsing, of course!
It was a damnable tiling to see Louise
taken Into that cold and obviously
unreal embrace, but It was only a play.
It was part of her work.
John resumed ills seat nnd folded
ills nrms. With the embrace had fallen
an imaginary curtain, and the rehearsal was over. They were all crowded
together, talking, In the center of the
stage. The prince, who had stepped
across the footlights, made his way to
where John was silting.
"So you have deserted Cumberland
for a time?" he courteously inquired.
"I came up last night," John replied.
"London, at this season of the year,"
the prince observed, "is scarcely at its
best."
John smiled.
"I am afraid," he said, "that I am
not critical. It Is eight years since I
was here last. I have not been out of
Cumberland during the whole of that
time."
The prince, after a moment's incred
ulous stare, laughed softly to him
self.
"You lire a very wonderful person,
Mr. Strangewey," he declared. "I have
heard of your good fortune. If I can
he of any service to you during your
stay In town," he added politely,
please command me."
"You nre very kind," John replied
gratefully.
Louise broke away from the little
group and came ncross toward them.
Free at last !" she exclaimed. "Now
let us go out and huve some tea."
They made their way down the little
passage and out Into the sudden blaze
of the sunlit streets. Louise led John
to n smull cur which was waiting In
the rear.
"The Carlton," she told the man, as
he arranged the rugs. "And now," she
dded, turning to John, "why hnve you
come to London? How long are you
going to stuy? What are you going to
do? And most Important of all in
what spirit have you come?"
Jolin breathed a little sigh of con
tentment. "I came to see you," he con
fessed bluntly.
"Denr me!" she exclaimed, looking
at him with a little smile. "How downright you are!"
The truth" he begnn.
Has to be handled very cnrefully,"
she said, interrupting him. "The truth
Is either beautiful or crude, and the
people who meddle with such a won- erful thing need a great deal of tact.
iou nave come to see me, you say.
Very well, then, I will be Just as frank.
I have been hoping that you would

company carefully selected to the best
of my judgment, I think you may venture to anticipate even thut."
The dramatist bowed hurriedly to
Louise.
"You recall to me n fact," he said
gallantly, "which almost reconciles me
to lids diabolical travesty of some of
my lines. Proceed, then proceed!
will tie as patient as possible."
The stage manager shouted out some
directions from his box. A gentleman
in faultless
morning clothes, who
seemed to have been thoroughly enjoying Hie Interlude, suddenly adopted the
walk of a footman. Other
puppi-Hikactors, who had been whispering to
gether In the wings, came back to their
places, Louise advanced alone, n little
languidly, to the front of the stage. At
the first sound of her voice M. Grull
lot, nodding his head vigorously, was
soothed.
Her speech was a long one. It
hour.
appeared that she had been arraigned
Across tin- viaduct there came n before n company of her relatives, asMaze of slreiimlng light, a serpentlike sembled to comment upon her mistrull, a faintly hearil whistle the Scot- deeds. She wotmd up with a passiontish express on its way southward ate appeal to her hushnnd, Mr. Miles
who had made an unexpected
lowaril
His eyes followed It
M. Oraillot's face, us she
out of sight. He found himself thinking of the passengers who would wnke concluded, was wreathed in smiles.
"All !" he cried. "You hnve lifted us
the next morning in London. lie felt
himself suddenly acutely conscious of all up! Now I feel once more the InI kiss your
liis isolation. Was there not siiinethlng spiration.
Mademoiselle,
almost monastic in the seclusion which hand," he went on. "It is you who still
a passion with Stephen, redeem my play. You bring buck the
hail
and which had Its grip, too, upon him
spirit of It to me. In you I see the ema waste of life, a burying of talents? bodiment of my Therese."
Louise made no movement.
Her
He rose to his feet. The
purpose of weeks held liim now, defi- eyes were fixed upon a certain
of
corner
the wings. Overnite and secure. He knew that this pil- shadowy
grimage of his to Hie hilltop, his rapt wrought us she had seemed, with the
ciiiitemplaliiin nf the little panorama emotional excitement of her long
so dear to him, was speech, there was now a new nnd curi
which bad
in a sense valedictory.
ous expression upon her face. She was
looking nt a tall, hesitating figure that
After nil, two more months passed stood just off the stage. She forgot the
I efore
the end came, and It came then existence of the fumous dramatist who come !"
"You can't imagine how good It Is
vlihout a moment's warning. It was hung upon her words. Her feet no
n little past midday when John drove longer trod the dusty boards of the to hear
you say that, he declared.
She was almost painfully
"You Aren't Letting Your Thoughts slowly through the Rtreets of Market theater.
"Mind," she went on, "I have been
his
the
Ketton
of
in
conscious
of
blos
high dogcart, exchanging
perfume
Dwell Upon That Woman?"
apple
hoping It for more reasons than one.
salutations right and left with the som.
You have come to realize, I hope, that
he mlli I to ask ymi to shout and stay trailesp-ople- ,
with farmers brought
"You !" she exclaimed, stretrfiing out It Is your duty to try to see a little
nt Mm astle, if you would, from the' into town by the market, with nc- - her hands. "Why do you not come and more of life than you
possibly can,
Hlxteenth
to the twentieth vf next )uaintani-eof all sorts and condi- speak to me? I am here!"
leading a patriarchal existence among
month."
More
than one young woman
tions.
John enme out upon the stage. The your flocks and herds.
"What answer did you give Mm?"
from the shop windows or the pave- French dramatist, with his hands beThey were silent for several mo
"I told lii in that ynu were your own ments ventured to smile at him, nnd hind his back, made swift mental notes ments.
master, ymi must send we'd tomor- the few greetings he received from the of an Interesting situation. He saw
"I thought you would come," Louise
row."
wives and daughters of his neighbors the coming "f a man who stood like a said at last ; "and I am glad, but even
ifiil
not mention the names of were as gracious as they could (Missihly giant among them, sunburnt, buoyant in these first few minutes I want to
"He
he made. John utmost smiled once. In with health, his eyes bright with the
liny of bis other guests, I suppose?"
say something to you. If you wish to
"lie mentioned on names at all."
the act of raising his hnt, as he real- wonder of his unexpected surround really understand the people you meet
John wns silent for a moment. A ized how completely the whole charm ings; a man in whose presence every here and the life
they lead, don't be
hewilili-rinthought bait taken bold of of the world, for him, seemed to lie In one else seemed to represent an effete like your brother too quick to judge.
Mm. Supposing she were to be there? one woman's eyes.
and pallid type of humanity.
Do not hug your prejudices too tightly.
At the crossways, where he should
Those first few sentences, spoken In You will come across many problems,
Sieplieu. watching him, read his
thoughts, and for n moment lost con- have turned to the Inn, he paused while the midst of a curious little crowd of many situations which will seem
a motorcar passed.
trol of himself.
It contained a strangers, seemed to John, when he strange to you. Do not make up your
"Were you thinking anoiit that wom- woman, who was talking to her host thought of his long waiting, almost
mind about anything in
hurry."
an?" be nsked sternly.
She was not in the least like LouLouise, recognizInadequate.
"I will remember that," he promised.
"What woman?"
ise, nnd yet instinctively he knew that ing the difficulty of the situation, swiftYou
though, that I
"The woman whom we sheltered she was of the same world. The per- ly recovered her composure. She was don't must, remember,
expect ever to become a convert
here, the woman whose shameless pic- fection of her white-serg- e
and
both
her
tactful
costume,
gracious.
I believe I am a countryman, bred
ture is on the cover of that book."
hat so smartly worn, the
"Mr. Faraday," she said appealingly, and born. Still, there are some
John swung round on his heel.
smile, the little gesture with which she "Mr. Strangewey comes from the coun- that I want to understand. If Ithings
can,
"Stop that Stephen V he said men- raised her hand something about her try he Is, in fact, the most complete and, more than anything else I want
unlocked
the
acingly.
floodgates.
countryman I have ever met In my to see your
Market Ketton had seemed well life. He comes from Cumberland, and
"Why shonld I?" the older man reShe faced his direct speech this time
torted. "Take up that paper. If you enough a few minutes ago. John had he once well, very nearly saved my
more deliberation.
want to read a sketch of the life of felt a hialthy appetite for his midday life. He knows nothing about the with
"Tell me exactly why."
txtuise MaareJ. See the play she made meal, anil a certain Interest concerning aters, and he hasn't the least Idea of
"If I could tell
that" he replied
her rninw in Tji Uloconda'P
deal in barley upon which be waa the Importance of a rehearsaL To stmnlv. "I should yon
be able to iniww
-

npM-aranc-

!

shed-looking

figure.

your value as a companion to these
days. You are the only person w&o
cuu oee the truth. Eyes and tastes
blurred with custom perceive so little.
You are quite right when you say that
these women are like munlklns ; that
their bodies and faces are lost; but
one does not notice it until It is pointed out,"
"We will revert," Louise decided, "to
a more primitive life. You and I will
inaugurate a missionary enterprise,
Mr. Strangewey.
We will judge the
world afresh. We will reclothe and rehabilitate it."
T'he prince flicked the ash from the
end of his cigarette,
"Morally as well as sartorially?" he
asked.
There was a moment's rather queer
silence. The music rose above the
hubbub of voices und died away again,
Louise rose to her feet. The prince,
with a skillful muneuver, made his
way to her side as they left the res-

taurant

"Tomorrow afternoon, I think you
said?" he repeated quietly. "You will
be in town then?"
"Yes, I think so,"
"You have changed your mind, then,
about "
"M. Gruillot will not listen to my
leaving London," she Interrupted rapidly. "He declares that It Is too near
the production of the pluy. My own
part muy.be perfect, but he needs me
for the sake of the others. He puts
It like a Frenchman, of course."
They hud reached the outer door,
which wns being held open for them
by a bowing coinmisslonniilre. John
und Sophy were waiting upon the pavement. The prince drew a little back.
"I understand," he murmured.
John finds himself in the midst
of new city adventures, and he
succeeds in captivating more
than one handsome woman of
the stage world.
(TO ME CONTINUED.)

VALUE OF PETROLEUM

SHOWN

"I have a table Inside," he told them
Multitude of Uses for
as they approached. "It Is better for War Develops
What Were Formerly Regarded as
conversation. The rest of the place Is
Merely Its
like a bear garden. I am not sure if
If
but
will
dunce
here
today,
they
"It has required this war to awaken
they do, they will come also into the England to the Importance of the perestaurant."
troleum industry to uny and every civ
"Wise man !" Louise declared. "I, ilized country," declared Prof. Charles
too, hate the babel outside."
president of the Institution
"We are faced," said the prince, os of Petroleum Technologists In Lonhe took up the menu, "with our daily don.
"Tlie importance of the petroleum
problem. What can I order for you?"
"A cup of chocolale," Louise replied. industry to the civilized world develops
"And Miss Sophy?"
with the course of years, but In this
"Tea, please."
country It is so fnr only In its infancy.
John, too, preferred tea; the prince It Is only now, as n lesson of this terri
ordered absinthe.
ble war, that we are uwakenlng to the
"A polyglot meal, Isn't it, Mr, fact that petroleum, and the securing
Slrangewey?" said Louise, ns the order of our own sources of supply of this
was executed; "not In the least what valuable commodity, are a natlonul nethat wonderful old butler of yours cessity, not only for the great economwould understand by lea. Sophy, put ic struggle which will certainly take
your hat on straight if you want to place between tlie chief commercial
iiiaKc a good impression on Mr, tuitions after the conclusion of this
Strangewey. I am hoping Hint you two wnr, but as a safeguard against this
will be great friends."
country ever again being drawn into
Sophy turned toward John with n such u barbarous nnd destructive conlittle grimace.
flict as that In which we ure now en"Louise Is so tactless!" he said. "I gaged.
am sure any Idea you might have had
"Until within the lust few years peof liking me will have gone uiready. troleum was only regarded as being of
Has it. Mr. Strangewey?"
value for the production of artificial
"On the contrary," he replied, a little light, lubricating oils, and wax, hut
stiffly, but without hesitation, "I was later developments have shown that
thinking that Miss Maurcl could its greater vnlue lies in what were forscarcely have set me a more pleasant merly regarded us merely Its
task."
benzine and fuel for motive powThe girl looked reproachfully across er, solvents for a host of chemical nnd
ullied processes, dyestuffs In various
at her friend.
"You told me he enme from the manufactures, unguents in pharmacy,
wilds nnd was quite unsophisticated!"
jellies and aromatic hydrocarbons for
she exclaimed.
high explosives. It Is, I think no ex"Tlie truth," John nssured them, aggeration to say that the demand for
and the
looking with dismay at his little china these
cup, "comes very easily to us. We are uses to which they will be put as time
goes on, are practically Illimitable."
brought up on It in Cumberland."
"Don't chatter too much, child," Louise said benignly. "I want to hear Kitchen Cars Built for Troop Trains
Kitchen cars that are individually
some more of Mr. Strangewey's Impressions. This Is well, if not quite of sufficient capacity to meet the need!
hotel are being carried
a fashionable crowd, yet very nearly of a
with the long troop trains operated on
so. What do you thluk of It the womone of the Canadian railways between
en, for Instance?"
"Well, to me," John confessed can- military training cumps and the seadidly, "they all look like dolls or mnn- - board. They have been constructed
to facilitate the dining service so that
meals can be prepared for several hundred men and served without confusion or delay, says, the Popular Mechanics Magazine. Each of these mobile kitchens occupies an entire enr,
Is equipped with a
range',
ng
apparatus, a spacious
refrigerator nnd other necessary paraphernalia. This Is all installed on
one side and inclosed by a long table
extending the full length of the car.
A passageway is provided between this
counter and unobstructed wall, so that
waiters cun enter nnd leave the kitchen without disorganizing tlie work ol
the eight cooks and helpers.
fair-size- d

steam-cooki-
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"I Want to Feel Myself Nearer to You.
I Wsnt
"

Syllables Are Clipped.
But the American does love to save
his words I It was In the elevator of
a skyscraper the other day that the
newest device for clipping syllables
was noticed. The lift had just passed
the tenth floor when a morose looking
man spoke to Its conductor. "Three,"
said he, meaning, of course, the thirteenth. When he had been left at the
floor the bearded man grunted out
"five," and the chap next him said
hurriedly "seven." So they were deposited at the fifteenth aud seventeenth floors, respectively, and then
the elevator boy spoke to the remain
"What's yours?" he
ing passenger.
returned that
asked.
"Nineteen,"
gentleman. "Great smoke, it bas been
so long since I've heard a 'teen that 1
hardly understand what you mean,'
said the elevator boy, but be stopped
at nineteen all right Exchange.

Ik Ins. Their dresses and their hats
overshadow their faces. They seem
all the time to be wanting to show, not
themselves, but what they have on."
They all laughed. Even the prince's
Hps were parted by the flicker of a
smile. Sophy leaned across the table
with a sigh.
"Louise," she pleaded, "you will lend
The Squirrel Dog.
him to me sometimes, won't you? You
There Is no accounting for that un
won't keep him altogether to yourself? canny
faculty that enables a homely,
There are such a lot of places to take
pup to go unhim tol"
erringly to a lofty oak ree In whose
"I was never greedy," Louise re
higher branches a bit of animated
marked, with an air of
brown fur Is secreted. Another dog
"If you succeed In making a of the same or more prepossessing apfavorable Impression upon him, I
pearance and of a better breed might
promise yon your share."
trot unconcernedly past that same oak
'Tell ns some more of your Impres tree without so much as a casual sniff.
sions, Mr. Strangewey," Sophy begged. But not so with the real "squirrel dog."
'You want to laugh at me," John He'd pick out the
right tree In the
protested
densest grove a hunter ever penetrat"On the contrary," the prince as ed. And If that squirrel started leapsured bifa, as he fitted a cigarette Into ing from tree to tree, that dog would
a long amber tube, "they want to follow It over a square mite of tun- lauKh with rou. Ton ought to realize
,

long-legge-

sad-eye- d

(ROOD
ROADS
EUILD ROADS ON WAR FRONT
Possible and Desirable to Construct
Highest Types of Surfaces for
Moving Supplies.
With the arrival of the Balfour mission late Information has been obtained regarding road building methods
followed in the war regions of France
and Belgium.
English military engineers have recently made experiments demonstrating that it Is possible and desirable to
build the highest type of road surfaces for the temporary or emergency
movement of artillery and supplies.
Konds built with asphalt sent over
from England have recently been constructed In the rear of the
front. Bouds so Improved gave
far better service than any type heretofore attempted under the swift and
heavy movements necessitated by the
artillery action which precedes infantry attacks. It was observed that motor trucks and gun carriages suffered
no Injury In movement over these
hastily constructed asphalt pavements,
while frequent breakdowns were ex
perienced when road building was not
attempted.
These experiments being done, a
mission including officers of the Brit
ish and French engineer corps looked
over the pavements in the environs
of Paris built In the last three or four
years. Among other roads Inspected
early In this month wns the Trinidad asphalt pavement laid on the road
to Versailles which has been carrying
military traffic ever since the war begnn. As a result of these experiments
and Investigations It has been decided, wherever possible, to construct similar surfaces for the movement of military truffle In regions where roads
have been destroyed or where they
may be made necessary by battle plans.
French-Bel-glu-

GETTING

CROPS TO MARKET

Of Little Avail to Raise Produce of
Any Kind If It Cannot Be Moved

to Shipping Point,

t

While a great deal Is being said
about the crying need of cultivating
every ncre of land which con be made
to yield crops at a fair profit, there is
a surprising silence about the equally Important need of providing facilities or getting those crops to shipping
points. It is of little avail to raise
wheat if It cannot be hauled to market.
At a recent convention of the Ohio
Good Itoads association the farmer
delegates spoke with the utmost conviction of the need of improved roads.
good 305 days in the year, If they were
to do their part in the mobilization of
tlie resources of the country in the
cause of humanity. Moreover, these
delegates from the farms did not ask

Using Drag.

for them ;
they promised their full proportion of
financial support for their construction.
An entirely different condition Is reported from New England, New York
and New Jersey. There the congestion of railway traffic makes the highways of great value in delivering manufactured materials from one city to
another; the motor truck has suddenly become a real necessity In meeting
the urgent requirements for transporting the products of the cities. In
short, the rational improvement of
roads is an essential element of the
grave economic problems of the day,
to make the valuable products of the
farm and shop available to the user
at the lowest possible cost. This subject should be studied at once as an
economic problem, the same as the
provision of railway and waterway
transportation, the Increase In cultivated acreage and the improvement of
manufacturing facilities. Crops that
cannot be moved from the farms except at enormous expense and manufactured products that must lie In
storehouse because of congestion of
railways are of little value to a nation which needs such things now.
to have the roads Improved

Tender Vegetables.
Vegetables quickly grown are more
tender and of better quality than
those slowly grown. Good soil and
good cultivation are needed.
Cinders for Surfacing.
footpaths, gravel,
mixtures of sand and clay, and cinders will, in general, give good satisfaction.

For surfacing

Drag for Better Reads. .
More dragging will mean better
roads.
Weeds for Food.
Some' of our worst weeds are used
for food. Among them are mustard,
pigweed, and even the roots of some
thistles.
Late Beets and Carrots.

Late plantings of beets and carrots"
often give better roots for winter storage than early plantings.
Grew Crop of Sage.
Have you tried growing your
sage? It Is fresher and better
the store kind.
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Battles Which Hade the World
BLENHEIM

Lesson
By REV. K B. i'lTZWATER, D. D..
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute or Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1D17, Western Newspaper Union.)

The Dateline; Strniesrr of Msrlboronah, Which Baffled the Scheme of
LuuU XIV, but Almost Pell Before the llraver? of the lrlb.

By

CAPT.

(Copyright,
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Each really great battle
has been one In which the forces of
liberty and democracy ranged themselves on one side against the forces
of absolutism on the other. Such was
the battle of Blenheim, fought on a
hot August duy In 1704 nnd won by the
genius of John Churchill, first duke of
Mnrlborougli, of whom It has been said
that ho never fought a bnttle he did
not win and never besieged a city lie
did not take. By victory at Blenheim
he smashed the power of the grand
Monurque, Louis XIV, lie who boasted
"There are no longer any Pyrenees,"
who hud extended tremendously the
French possessions and whose Intention was to Include all Europe in his
kingdom. But for Blenheim all Europe might have suffered for centuries
under the effects of French conquests
resembling those of Alexander for extent nnd those of the Romans for durability.
Against Louis, who had the assistance of the elector of Buvnrin, were
leagued England, Holland and Austria.
Generalissimo of the allied forces was
Marlborough, a man who had on one
occasion betrayed his king and his
country, who owed his first advancement in court favor to the fact that
his sister was the mistress of the duke
of York, who laid the foundations for
his greut fortune by being the paid
lover of one of the favorites of Charles
II, whose defects In character were so
base and sordid that they can be obscured not even by his virtues, but who
as a soldier was almost supreme lu
military genius. He won Blenheim by
a march which for brilliancy of plan
and execution Is rivaled only by that
of the Consul Nero to the Matnurus.
For the first two yeurs of the wai
of the allies against France, Marlborough communded In Flanders, taking various enemy towns but accomplishing nothing of decisive Importance; Indeed, the advantuge rested
rather with Louis, for the elector of
Bavaria took the strong fortress of
Clm, thereby opening communication
with the French armies of the upper
Rhine nnd seriously menacing the Integrity of Austria. Thereupon Louis
decided to act on the defensive in
Flanders, while Marshal VUIeroy kept
busily at work with a big force In the
Tullurd
Marshal
Moselle region,
marched through the Black forest to
Join the elector, the French army In
Italy advanced and all combined to
tnke Vienna and dictate terms to the
emperor In his own capital.
This Inspired Mnrlborough with the
audacious plan of himself advancing
clear to the Danube nnd there fighting
It out. The more timid and the more
conservative opposed, since such a
campaign might leave Flanders exand he must
posed, but Marlborough
have had a hard time of It with his
often stubborn foreign allies overcame all opposition. On the nineteenth
of May, calming as well as he could
the agitated fears of the abandoned
Dutch, he put his army la motion,
thereafter proceeding with a speed and
an elusive certainty which utterly beThat worthy,
wildered
Villeroy.
marching hither and thither, could not
imagine where the English general
meant to strike his blow. Tnllurd,
previously ordered to Join the elector,
became convinced that Marlborough
aimed at Alsace and hence kept back
bis 45,000 men that France might be
protected In that quarter. When at
last the real Intention of Mnrlborough
was disclosed It was so late that the
effort could not be rendered abortive.
Crossing the Danube, Marlborough
swarmed Into Bavaria and In a series
of actions made himself maRter of the
elector's dominion.
Tallard, meanwhile, woke up and pressing forward
mannged to effect a Junction with his
friends.
Mnrlborough recrossed the
Danube, combined his forces with those
of Prince Eugene and took up position near Blenheim.
The troops of Marlborough and Eugene numbered 56,000, with 52 cannon.
Opposed to them were the armies of
the French mnrshals and the elector,
60,000 strong nnd 01 pieces of artillery.
It was absolutely necessary that Marlborough should attack before Villeroy
should become aroused nnd advancing
through Frnnconin give to the
allies overwhelming force.
With the Danube securing their
right flank and the high ground of the
Gold Berg and Elch Berg their left. It
n
was only In the front that the
nllles could be attacked. Tallard was In chief command. He weakened his center In evident reliance
upon the swnmpy ground before It.
This was at the hamlet of Oberglau,
In history

ABSTI-

LE880N TEXT

Daniel L
GOLDEN TEXT But Daniel purposed
his heart that he would not defile himself with the portion of the king's meat,
nor with the wine which he drank Daniel
1:1.

The book of Onnlcl, with the great
prophecies, fulfilled and unfulfilled, is
one of the most Interesting and important in the Bible. Without a grasp of
the prophecies of this book It is absolutely Impossible for one to know the
New Testament ami the times in which
we live. Daniel gives an outline of the
entire period of time from the passing
of supremacy to the Gentiles in Nebuchadnezzar to the final overthrow of
the Gentile dominion, to the establishment of the millenlul kingdom. The
course, churacter and end of Gentile
dominion are given. It is that period
known In Scriptures as the "times of
the Gentiles" (Luke 21 :24).
The book of Daniel falls Into two
parts: Part I (chapters 1 to 0), In
which the prophet appears as the divinely chosen interpreter of dreuuis;
part II (chupters 7 to 12), In which the
prophet uppeurs as the mouthpiece of
God, setting forth In visions, not
dreams, the times of the Gentiles. The
book Is written in two lunguages, Hebrew and Aramaic chapter 1 :
and
chapters 8 to 12 (Hebrew) ; chapters
(Arunmlc). The part which
concerns the Hebrews was written In
their own' tongue nnd the purt which
concerns the empires of the world Is
written In their tongue.
l. Daniel's Home Leaving (vv.
He was carried away to Babylon by
Nebuchadnezzar in the first siege of Jerusalem. This was a great trial for
his own heart. He seems to have been
about fourteen yenrs of age. For a
boy who loved his home and the house
of God It was a great trial to be thrust
out and dragged away to a foreign
country. It was not only a trlnl to
him, but doubtless to his parents also.
They no doubt were anxious, and sincerely prayed for him. II. Daniel's Trials and Difficulties
It was the custom for the
(vv.
best of the captives to be selected und
trained for service in the land of
They usually selected those of
the royal house for such training.
1. Change of nnme.
Among tlie Hebrews names were given to children,
which were significant. Dunlel means
"God is my Judge." The significance
of the nume then was thut all problems of life were submitted to God for
decision. This was the secret of Dun-Icllife. This purpose of his parents
seems to have been instilled Into his
very life and being. So thoroughly did
be Imbibe this spirit thut in all things
he made God arbiter of his plans und
purposes. The object no doubt in the
chance of name was to obliterate his
national and religious connection nnd
Identify him with the heathen people.
The king of Babylon evidently liked
Daniel's appearance and scholarship,
but was averse to his religion. It Is
the same toduy. Nutlons and Individuals are perfectly willing to recognize
and utilize the scholarship und efficiency of Christian ministers and missionaries, but are not willing to embrace
their religion. The name which Daniel
received by which he was to be known
In Babylon was Belteshazzar, which
means Bel's Prince. This in Its bearing upon Daniel would toe, the chief
one, or the one whom Babylon's chief
Back of the change of
god favors.
name was Satan's attempt to wipe out
the name of the true God and have
these young men lose their separation
and become assimilated with the heathen. There Is much in a name. Happily In this case, however, the change
of name did not make a change of disposition, Daniel was la Babylon, but
he did not do as the Bubylonlans did.
Doubtless, parental discipline in this
case had done Its work.
2. His conscience tested (vv.
It
was with reference to the king's meat
and the king's wines. It is ever to be
borne in mind that conscience is the
groundwork of human character. It is
the law which must be followed. No
'doubt Daniel was taunted and laughed
at for his fidelity, Just as all men nnd
women today who are loyal to their
convictions must experience, for all
who will live godly in Christ Jesus
shall suffer persecution.
3. His religious life. This Involved
his refusal to eat meat and drink wine
which was contrary to his teaching.
Also It Involved his praying three times
a day. This program he loyally carried out, even when It meant death.
His praying was not done altogether
In secret. He called upon God even
when those who were opposed to him
could see him.
1. PhyIII. His Success (vv.
sical health (v. 15).
Godly and temperate living pays.
The king's meat and wine would have
been pleasant to the palate, but would
have meant compromise of conscience.
2. Mental growth (v. 20). He was ten
times superior to his comrades. It Is
always true that those who abstain
from indulgence In the use of wine
have clearer minds and are mentally
better equipped for their work than
those who Indulge.
3. Social. Daniel stood before the
king. No higher position of honor
could have been given him.
4. Temporal. He became president
of the College of Wise Men and prime
minister of the nation. This position
be continued to hold through several
dynasties.
5. Spiritual (v. 17). Because of Daniel's loyalty to God, Nebuchadnezzar's
dream was revealed to him and he was
giving visions sketching the whole history of the world. No statesman his
equal has ever appeared.
2:4-7:2- 8
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Vattness of China.
part of the great Chinese

where lay 14 battalions of Infantry, Including the celebrated Irish hrlgude.
A fog which covered the ground
eniiy on the morning of August 13
obscured the advance to Tullard until
the oncoming British left wing was
close upon him. Then he opened a terrific cannonade. Lord Cutts, with a
strong brigade of Infantry, hurled himself agnlnst Blenheim town, only to
suffer repulse, while Mnrlborough was
crossing the little river, Neliel. Hero
the duke was In serious trouble, for his
squadrons of cavalry became mired
In the swamp while the French artillery played upon them mercilessly. It
was only by resolutely advancing
fresh men that Marlborough got himself out of his predicament. Eventually he formed his whole left wing In
splendid strategic position, only to
be placed on the very edge of disaster at the center where the prince of
Holsteln Beck, with 11 Hanoverian
was charged and utterly
routed by the fiercely cheering Irish
hrlgude. Breaking through the lines
the Irish were close to achieving victory akiil to thnt they ufternard gained
at Fontenoy. But their ardor carried
them too fur. Marlborough sent them
reeling back with furious cuvulry
charges, while three hastily summoned
buttalions raked them as they retreated.
Meanwhile Eugene, on the right
wing, was so hard pressed that only
the steadiness of his Prussian regiments nnd his own personal exertions
saved him. However, he held on, while
reMarlborough with a Hannibal-likliance upon cavalry prepared the finishing stroke elsewhere. At five In the
afternoon he mussed 8,000 horsemen
and artillery and sent them against
10,000 French cavalrymen whose line
wus Interlaced with Infantrymen. For
a time the issue hung in the balance,
for the British squadron wavered before tbe hot French fire, but the artillery supports came Into nctlon most
munfully, the French fuslllude slackened und Mnrlborough instantly ordering a charge uiong the whole line the
French cavalry lost their heads, fired
in the air and dashed off the field,
leaving nine Infantry battalions to be
ridden over by the overwhelming ninss
of British horsemen.
This won the battle. Resistance continued, the French making a despernte
effort to cut themselves out. Marshal
Mursin and the elector did get away
from Eugene, but the 24 battalions nnd
12 squadrons at Blenheim were forced
Of the great French
to surrender.
army there remained, according to
Voltaire, only 20,000 uncupturcd effectives. Twelve thousund were dend.
Fourteen thousand were prisoners.
The victors lost 5,000 dend and 8,000
Wounded.
Ulm, Landau, Treves and
With BlenTraerbach surrendered.
heim ended the proud visions of Louis
for universal domination.
e
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pire has never been surveyed or even
explored. As a result, all sorts of varying estimates as to the size of China
have been given. An estimate can
merely be an approximation representing the last guess. This last guess Is
estimated to be about 4,000,000 square
miles for China's area about 500,000
miles larger than the total area of our
While one of the 18
United States.
provinces of China Is several thousand
square miles smaller than our own
state of Texas, yet within the border
nf this Chinese nrovlnee there have
been dwelling 20 times as many Chi
nese Inhabitants as there are Americans who dwell without our great state
of Texas.
Guiana.
Guiana Is tbe name applied to all
that country in South America bounded by the Atlantic ocean, the Amazon
river and its branches, and the OriThe
noco river and its branches.
western districts belong to Venezuela,
the southern and eastern districts to
Brazil. Tbe three European colonies,

three-fourth-

but so!
Be our joys three parts pain!
Strive and hold cheap the strain;
'.earn, nor account the pay; dare,
never grudge tne throe.
Browning.

SEASONABLE IDEAS.
One of the reasons why Iced ten Is
so frequently strong as lye or other-

wise improperly prepnred
Is largely the lack of
knowing how to get the
To
best from the tea.
make a quart of Iced tea,
take three touspoonfuls
of tea anil tie it In a
small piece of muslin,
pour over the quart of
water Just ns It comes to
tbe first boil ; the Japan
ese say, "just before It
boils." Cover closely, anil let It stand
two minutes, then remove the ten
leuves, chill with chipped Ice and
serve with lemon quarters allowing
each guest to sweeten ills drink or not
as It pleases bin).
Cherry Jelly. Soften a quarter of n
package of gelatine in a quarter of a
cupful of cold water, then add a half
cupful of boiling wnter, a half cupful
of sugar and a cupful of cherry Juice.
Stund the bowl In Ice water and stir
until it begins to he firm, then adil a
cupful of pitted cherries. Turn Into
molds and serve with whipped cream
at serving time.
Fruit Puffs. Take a cupful of flour
r
sifted with a teuspoonful of
nnd a quarter of a teuspoonful
of salt, add a half cupful of rich milk
or enough to make a drop batter, put
a spoonful Into small cups well
greased, then drop In any fresh fruit
finely chopped another spoonful of the
hatter and set Into a pan of hot water, cover closely and cook 15 minutes.
Serve with cream und sugar.
When canning any fruit or when
the can is opened und some of the
fruit sirup is left, this should be
saved and mny be used as a pudding sauce, us a garnish to plain Ice
creams or as a basis for nny number
of delightful frozen dishes. A half
cupful of two or three fruit sirups
with a lemon or two, a pint of thin
cream or rich milk will make a most
tasty sherbet.
An old and most palatable dish using blueberries, either cooked or fresh
Is this: spread bread with butter and
place in a deep bilking dish, cover
with hot blueberries and let stand
for two hours until chilled when
the bread will have absorbed tbe excess of Juice. This Is a most tasty
pudding to serve children. Accompany
the pudding with sugar and cream.
baking-powde-

y
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Oood fond hnhits are an important
part of perponal hygiene and thrift.
Children get such habits by having
suitable amounts of suitable foods
served to thorn and then being expected to eat what is Bet before them.

We love characters in proportion as
they are Impulsive and spontaneous.
The leHs a man thinks or knows about
bin virtues the better we like him.
CANNING

SUGGESTIONS.

This Is the time of the year when
we are planning to conserve nil of the
fruits of various
kinds that we can
afford to combine
with sugar.

Orange

and

Quince. Pure half
u dozen quinces,
remove the cores
with un apple corer
and cut In thick
slices crosswise.
Slice two navel
oranges impeded in the same way.
Cover with boiling wnter und boll
gently one hour. Add one pint of
sugar, with more water if needed, und
cool; a half hour longer. This may
lie varied by using the quinces whole,
filling the cavlly from which the core
wus removed with orange marmulaile.
Ginger Pears. Take eight pounds
of green pears, eight pounds of 'Sugar,
Juice of four lemons and a fourtii of
Pare
u pound of green ginger root.
anil cut the fruit In thin slices, tbe
rind In small thin pieces. Boll slowly
until thick. Seal In glasses.
Carrot Conserve. Wash and scrape
a half dozen firm, highly colored carrots and put them through the meat
chopper, cutting us fine as peus. Boll
for half an hour stilting lightly. To
ench pint add two cupfuls of light,
brown sugar, the Juice and rind of a
lemon or n sour orange. Cook slowly
for one or more hours until clear und
thick.
Plum Conserve. Take three pounds
of plums and equal weight of sugar.
Cut the plums In pieces, ndd a little
of a pound
water, the sugar,
of raisins and the pulp of two ornnges.
Simmer one hour. Seal In glasses.
Pineapple may be combined with
rhubarb to make a marmalade or preserve which Is very delicious. The
quantity of rhubarb Is about three
times that of pineapple, but owing to
the strong flavor of the pine, the conserve is really pineapple. The same
proportion may be used with strawberries, raspberries or other fruit that
has n characteristic fluvor, which overcomes the rhubarb.
Every fruit and vegetable possible
should be conserved this year either
by canning, drying or salting.
Life Ib too short to waste
In critic peep or cynic bark,
Quarrel or reprimand
,
'Twill soon be dHrk;
lTp, mind thine own aim, and
God speed the mark!

WELL TRIED DISHES.

The Secret of Youth.
After all, the plain truth Is thnt adventure consists less in the experiences one actually has than In the Indefatigable expectancy with which one
awaits them.
Indeed, I sometimes
fear that people must be divided Into
those who have adventures and those
And How About the Lady?
who appreciate them. And between
When they perfect that invention for the two
the affinity for adventure Is
seeing the man yon are talking to over greater treasure than the experiencing
tbe telephone, the little man with the of it If we are possessed of the affingruff voice will lose a tremendous ad- ity, adventure Itself Is, at most Just
vantage. Milwaukee Journal.
round the corner from us. This opens

the life of adventure to all who crave

If you want to avoid all likelihood
of catching cold In future, you had better turn explorer and trot off to the
arctic regions. There sneezes are unknown, and a cough would probubly
scare a polar bear out of Its life, says
a writer in London
Although the clothes of explorers in
those regions are often saturated with
perspiration, and are a mass of Ice
when they retire for the night, and
despite the fact that they often have
to sleep out In the open In their sleeping bogs, and that this Is their only
means of thawing themselves, their
health does not suffer In the least.
Then there Is the classical and somewhat mythical Instance of the St. Klldn
cold. On the rock Islands, lying some
forty miles beyond the western Hebrides, there are abort one hundred Inhabitants, access to whom Is practically Impossible during eight months
out of the twelve, owing to the stormy
seas. Oddly enough, however, whenever a steamer touches at this island,
all the Inhabitants, Including the very
infants so runs the legend are seized
with violent sneezing fits, which develop Into colds.
Exposure Is not the direct cause of
colds. The only safeguard Is continued
exposure.
Tit-Bit-

Pillows.
Pillows for use on shlpbonrd, made
of a light and waterproof material by
a Maryland Inventor, can be attached
to a person to act as life preservers
more quickly than the usual devices.
s,
the British. Dutch and French
extend from the seacoast to the

frontiers of those republics. Settlements were mnde ln.Gulan in the sixteenth century by explorers from England, France and the Netherlands,
though later there 'were troubles between the three countries and the colonies changed hands several times.
Cotton la Ancient.

Just who discovered cotton is not
known. The early records are so Incomplete that no Individual can be

credited with the discovery of the value of this wonderful plant Long before Caesar's time, among the Hindoos,
they had a law that if yon stole a piece
of cotton you were fined three times
Its value. Most of the early nations
were familiar with cotton the early
Egyptians, Chinese and other ancient
people used It and valued It
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Here is an evening gown
Flemish lines. The material
:repe satin, with girdle of
jold. The bodice and train
in Flemish design.
ing of the train is

iiiiu-nute-
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half-Inc-

h

it What possibilities lie In merely
crossing a street for example ! Someone remarked the other day as he
dodged among the motor-cars- ,
"Why
not take a chance now and then and
lead a real life for a few minutes?"
I therefore recommend the life of adventure. It conceives each day as a
fresh enterprise, full of delightful possibilities nnd promise, and preserves
the wine of life from growing flat
Here is the secret of youth. Edgar J.
Goodspeed, In the Atlantic.
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fashionable way of walking called the
Grecian bend, which was the absurd
predecessor of the equally ubsurd debutante slouch.
In the duys of the
skirt,
little, girls would secure safety plus
by indirect means, and pull the fullness
of their skirts back und up, thus having a little fluff of their own below the
waist. They were always caught at
this by their mothers nud nurses,
the safety pins tore the material
and made gaping holes.
Again. In tills day of elimination of
wuste through the necessities of war,
we ure to be put Into the tight skirt
with Us fullness arranged ut the buck
In a series of slight flares.
It Is not possible to say with any
degree of certainty whether this skirt
will be widely uccepted when the autumn comes. Reporting, and not
prophecy, Is the duty of those who try
to give the news of dress us It comes
out week after week.
The American designer, as well as
the French one, has gone In for this
upward tilt of material at the end of
the spine and It may be thut the later
fushlons will uccentuate it.
Whatever may be the fullness,
:hough, ut any special spot oa the
skirt, those who are regarding the
question of new clothes must remember that the hem will be almost us
nurrow us it wus In the duys of the
hobble skirt.
There Is a marked tendency toward
the sheath skirt In several of the new
costumes. The material slinks into
the figure after It leaves the waist,
and the hem provides only a stepping
width.
The shortness of the skirt for street
In the spring
wenr is necessary.
there was a decided tendency to
lengthen skirts, und inuny conservuk

SLACK CRYSTAL

TO BE USED

Seen on Ribbons Which Are Manufactured in Paris and Are Declared
Bits of Art
The manufacturers In Paris who are
making the new ribbons for autumn
und the manufacturers who are making crystal for the uew winter blouses,
must have had some secret method of
communication that made them Join
bands In promoting black.
The cables say that the ribbons in
Paris are bits of urt ; that they should
be used on walls and as household
decoration, rather than on gowns.
on
They have black foundations,
which are worked wonderful Chinese
designs. They look as though they
came out of the fifteenth century,
when no man was hurried and each
man loved his task.
The black crystal is not exactly a
new note in decoration, nt least not
as far as Paris and a few ultra fashionable houses in America are concerned, but the majority of people
h'lve never seen or used It. It Is now
hcluK produced In amazingly lovely

tlve women adopted the fushlon with
enthusiasm, but if u skirt is to be exceedingly nurrow, it cannot he long.
It would be too utterly inconvenient
for women who are plunged Into o
series of activities.
Jackets of Two Kinds.
It lms already been announced that
two kinds of Jackets will prevail in
the autumn. One is
and
one Is
The hitter Is
culled a polonaise and the former Is
culled a Jacket.
The revival of the polonaise Is
merely u contribution to the fashion
for top coats. One can use a polon-uls- e
over any kind of skirt nnd blouse,
and If it is lined In the colorful undj
Interesting way that prevails among;
tailors today, It presents itself us u
garment of rure merit.
Tlie short Jacket, however, as It
will be worn tills autumn, Is u bit of
costumery that Is taken by the back
of tlie neck und pulled out of the fuiut
liy album.
Whether or not file peculiar vaudeville trick of presenting a family
album in song and living pictures,
which hns spread over New York;
through tlie success of one of tlul
musical revues of the season, was fhn
predecessor of this short, tight jacket,
nobody can tell. It is u l'ur-- f etched
Idea, no doubt, but don't you think it
Is ruther interesting that the stugo
folk should get up a family album
scene that runs through vaudeville
fashions as darning does, and that,
now, suddenly, that coat und skirt
should lie launched Into costumery?
One of these Jackets which will un-doiibtedly prove a success because It
lias been issued by a dominant house,
bus a little bustle all its own. It belongs to a skirt that is quite narrow
and It has u bit of an upward null
from knees to wuistllne ut the back
u pull so slight thut it is not always)
noticeable.
The Jacket tits the figure, curves Into the waistline ut the back and then
flares out Into u series of folds that
give the bustle effect. It Is buttoned
in a straight line down the front.
There is u hand of velvet above the
hem of the coat. The buttons aro
vclour
covered with the
thut makes the suit. The collar ls
very high, soft In Its folds, rolls over
backward to tlie neck line and is trimmed with a hand of velvet.
Fasten From Chin to Hem.
Itevers ure abandoned by the twlorn
Where one cout
and dressmakers.
will have them, sixteen others will bo
fustelied In a straight line from tliw
chin to the lower edge. All the collars are high, but soft and enveloping:
tbe neck anil chin In the miimier tluit
wus considered correct lu the eighteenth century.
Mind you, this style Is not the only
powerful note in fashion that 1st
brought out for Jackets. It Is one of
severul other details, and a weiuuii
will huve the chance to accept what
she wishes.
This latter situation will be the
hope and the downfall of ninny women.
Left to themselves to choose
among a heterogeneous mass of material, tlie best minds will grow confused and go wrong,
(in the other
hand, highly trained Judgment will
givoro women the chance to express
their individuality and look a little
unlike their neighbors.
It may he suld, however, that tho
coat that fastens in a line down the ,
front, the buttons running straight
through the high, rolling collar, wilf
be the most noticeable change ln
street cosluinery that will take phice-Ithe fall.
The narrow skirt has already hecn
accepted here and there, and there are
hundreds of women who have never
given it up, so Its widespreud acceptance will not cause quite the same
ripple of interest thut will be given by
tliis family allium coat with its upward
tilt at the back, its point In front, its
long, slim waistline under the arms,
nnd its row of colored buttons on
which one will be tempted to say
nursery rhyme, "Itlchmnn, poor-mabeggarman, thief."
hem-lengt-
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Macaroni, spaghetti and vermicelli
are all most nourishing foods, and by
using them we ndd
to our diet.
1 variety
Baked Vermicelli
Take
Pudding.
four heaping table- spoonfuls of vermi
celli, crushed fine,
of
four cupfuls
milk, two eggs, four
of
ttiblespoonfuls
sugar, a teasponful of lemon extract,
a tublespoonful of butter and a pinch
of salt. Bring the milk to the boiling
point, add salt and vermicelli and
cook for a quarter of an hour. Butter
a pudding dish, stir In the eggs into
the cooled mixture, add the extract
and sugar. Turn Into the dish and
bake until a delicate brown. Urate a
little nutmeg over the top when serving.
Spaghetti and Fruit Pudding.
Take a quarter of a pound of boiled
pieces; a
spaghetti, cut In
pint of stewed fruit or preserves, and
u teuspoonful of vanilla. Place a layer
of the fruit In n glass dish, then a
layer of spaghetti until all is used,
having the spaghetti for the top layer.
Pour over n custard, made of the yolks
of two eggs, a pint of milk nnd three
tublespoonfuls of sugar, bake ten minutes, or until the custard Is set, cover
with a meringue, using the whites of
the eggs and two tublespoonfuls of
sugar with a little vanilla. Brown In
the oven.
Spaghetti Timbales. Boil a quarter of a pound of spaghetti in boiling
salted water. Do not break It, but
slide it gradually Into the pun, holding
it in the hands until it softens. Boll
until tender but do not lose Its shape,
then drain and blanch in cold water
and spread it out at full length to
cool. Butter some small molds well
und line them with the spaghetti, beginning nt the middle of the bottom
and colling the spnghettl up the sides.
Fill the centers with nny desired custard and nut mixture, cover with buttered paper and stenm for half an
hour. Turn out and serve with tomato sauce.
Macaroni cooked and served hot with
grated cheese makes a most acceptable dish to serve ns a vegetable.

Only Safeguard, Apparently, Is Con
tinued Exposure to Elements,
Declares London Writer.

New York. It would be odd If the
edict for elimination of wuste material
In clothes that has gone forth from
the governing factors In dress on both
continents, would be responsible for
the inc
lug of the bustle.
So far as the expert observer con
see Into the near future of autumn
costumery which is now being planned,
shown and bought, the only actual
elimination of muterinl is in tbe width
of the skirt.
There Is little sense in being obstln-ut- e
ubout the width of skirts; they're
going to be narrow, and It Is quite
as well that dressmakers and women
accept this fact without cuvll.
Once before In the history of clothes
there wus a tight skirt which was said
to have been caused liy the Civil wur
In America.
It became the fashion
after Appomattox and remained lu
fashion for it decade and a half afterward. It was also cuused by the necessity for economy In material, us the
four years' war had nearly exhausted
the commodities of tills country.
That skirt was called the
Tbe front and sides were pulled
ucross the figure so thut the wearer
could barely step, and rubber bunds
were put across the buck below the
waistline, to draw the material up
Into u series of little puffs. This was
as much of a bustle as was permitted.
Persistence Is Amazing.
The persistence of tills fashion has
been un aina.liig thing to those who
study clothes. Its origin wus in the

one-thir- d

The refreshing, cool cucumber, although having little nourishment, being 'M per cent water, is
especially udapted for hot
weather food. It is cooling to the blood and Us
crisp green slices are especially attractive as an
appetizer. W'e think of
the cucumber In Its crisp
freshness, but It lends Itself to many other methods of preparation.
Method.
Japanese
Cook the cucumbers whole, slit them
open ami serve with butter and suit.
Another way: lioil the peeled cucumber in m mixture of mill; und water
and then dip in egg and crumbs und
fry brown, or dip In a fritter butter
and serve us any other fritter.
If you huve not tried cream of cucumber soup there Is something new
iu sensations coming, for it Is
Use two or more cupfuls of
chopped cucumber cooked In a small
amount of water nnd the water and
cucumber put through a sieve, adding
it to rich milk with a bidding of Hour
and butter us usual In
a
cream soup. A seasoning of onion is
an addition if liked.
Stuffed Baked Cucumbers. Take
the largest sized cucumbers for this
dish. Cut them In halves and remove
the seeds, leaving a smooth cavity for
the stuffing.
Drop these shells Into
boiling water and cook for live
then chill in ice water, drain
and fill with a mixture of cold meat,
mushrooms,
egg, or leftover vegetables well seasoned, with
sufficient butter and crumbs to make
the filling of the rigiit consistency. The
hulves muy be tied together or baked
separately, basting occasionally with
hot stock, gravy or butter nnd water.
Bake pbout an hour.
Stewed Cucumbers. Peel, quarter
and seed the cucumbers. Fry a little
onion in butter, add the cucumbers,
turning until brown on both sides. Remove and add a tublespoonful of Hour
to the fat in the pan und when brown
add a cupful of venl or chicken stock.
Season with pepper und suit, replace
the cucumbers in the pan, cover and
let simmer a half hour.
Cucumber Sauce for Fish. Place a
tnblespoonftil each of butter and
chopped onion In a saucepan; when
light brown remove tbe onion and add

Gul-ana-

em-

That turns earth's smoothness rough,
Each sting that bids not sit, nor stand

cure-full-

&isgrsSy

a tublespoonful of flour j when well
s
mixed udd
of a cupful
of stock or milk, cook until smooth;
add half a cupful of fresh grated cucumber, a tublespoonful of tarragon
vinegar, and suit und pepper to tuste.

Then welcome each rebuff
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The Shirtwaist Dress.
The shirtwaist dress, sometimes
made of tub or shirting silk, again or
crepe tie chine and frequently of shirting flannel, Is one of the favorites of
the present season. No
is considered
wardrobe
complete
without one of these charming little
frocks, which are as attractive for simple morning or porch wear us they tir
for tennis or other sport. I'sually n
striped weave Is selected, with collar
and cuffs of white or plain blending
color, giving a pretty trimming touch
to the garment. Obviously in the most
useful type of shirtwaist dress, waist
and skirt are securely Joined, so there
Is no uncomfortable "slipping apart"
no mutter how strenuous is the sport
Indulged in.
Only a third of South America's
population is of pure white blood.
d

shapes, and already the public Iiuk
learned to appreciate it us t wonderful
bit of decoration in the i ousc.
A good deul of this crystal Is eir
livened with a cherry red rim. Vusetv.
flower howls, fruit plates, baskets ami
candlesticks are some of the smaller
articles of decoration thut are shown
in bluck crystul.

That Simple Gown.
The extravagance-otoday's fashions lies in the beuuty and sumptuous-nes- s
of the fabrics and the enormouw
amount of handwork which is put on
even the littlest sort of little. Uress.
says Harper'" Bazar. The straight',
slim morning dress of chiffon strike
the casual observer as being modest
and unassuming, but the initiate give
one look at the mnrvelously beautiful
embroideries, the layers of chiffon underneath und the sftnes of the satin slip, and realizes at once where the
expense comes in.
f

A

flower stand, normally of small

size, but which can be expanded
fill an ordinary-size- d
window, is

inventiou of a Cermet.

tr

tbtf-rvce-

NELSON

BATTLING

Gin

CAPITAL

Feature With the Yank Rob I
inson Show.
Circus owners are forever on the
lookout for real worthy attractive
feature celebrities, bier thrilling acts
and meritorious added attractions, in
!Qfl,litinn tn lhi rpmiln t inn .irpna nrn- A Big
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dance and fiesta which took place
ty the Governor of New Mexico.
from the day the enemy asks for
OLDEST INSURANCE AGENCY IN THE OLDEST CITY
at that village Sunday.
terms, instead of offering them.
The Imperishable Government
Governor and Mrs. W. E. Lindsey.
That this nation, tinder God, shall Chicago Tribune.
FIRE IIISURAGE
Judge and Mrs. C J. Roberts Dr. have a new birth of freedom; and
James A. Massie and James A. that government of the people, by
French, state
highway engineer, the people, for the people, shall not EDWARD R. WRIGHT
pent Labor day in Albuquerque. perish from the earth Abraham LinLIFE UISURAI.CE
SURETY BONDS
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Governor Lindsey delivered an ad- coln at Gettsburg November 19, -

Attornev Guncral Harry L. Pat ton
visited Clovis during the week.
Mrs. H. D. Sears, Mas returned from
visit (il hrvrr.ti wnis wim i
fives in Ow'nslnr, Kentiirky.
Mrs. J. 15. Wood left Saturday to
spend two months visiting relatives
in St. Louis, Mo.
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dress at the Labor day celebration 1863.
of the Allied Trade Union in that
city. The party returned to Santa Universal public health service It
the duty of the Nation t
Fe Monday night

BACK-BREAKIN-

on

uui

YOUTH-DESTROYIN-

RUBBING
USE MY MAGIC WASH-- t
ING CRYSTAL AND ROB WASHDAY OF IT'S TERR0.no
IWi

BEAUTY-KILLIN-

$

G

IS IN THE EATING!
IT IS WITH STEWARD'S IVCHY WASHING TABLET T
MAGIC CRYSTAL The proof that it i everything we claim : in X
uiiini, it., Tet it any way you like uae it any wi y ou care to, T
.j and five it the most severe tests you can think of and it will prove j,
to you ;ts wonderful merits.
4 LARGE WASHINGS FOR ONLY 10 CENTS
Wash the new. marvelous, easy way the pleasant way the way
...
,
,
i
.;. saw Once tried, always used.
3
Go to your Grocer now and get a 10c package of Stewart's "
troubles.
to Wash-da- y
Washing Crystal and say good-by- e
a4 Magic
If your Grocer cannot supply you, let us have his nam or send '
T us 14c and we will mail you a package, to any address prepaid.
Remember it Saves $ $ $ $ in Labor, Time, MONEY, and
T Clothes.

THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING
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L.J. SINDELAR
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SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
Galisteo Street.
Santa, Fa New Mexico.

FOR

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, SURETY BONDS
SEE

IIAYVARD
PHONE

52
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CAPITAL GOAL

ASSOCIATION
Of New Mexico
At Roswell, N. M.
Sept.
1917j
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Every Woman in America
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
NEAR A.

T. & S. F. DEPOT

PHONE

85 MAIN
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Make These Hot Days Enjoyable

There is Nothing More Refreshing
when one is hot and "dry" and fatigued
than a drink' of cold, sparkling beverage.
Gingerale

CLIQUOT

Sarsaparilla
Root Beer
Lemon Sour
Orange Phosphate

Birch Beer

WE HAVE THEM ALL

KAUNE'S

Phone

26

